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Abstract
Within the vision of Ambient Intelligence, I investigated how to develop an
intelligent, ubiquitous scanning system, which enables user to scan documents
anytime, anywhere, and could do intelligent scan processing. The main focus was on
how to develop an implicit user interface for such a scanning system. A
demonstrator is build to prove the concept of this ubiquitous scanning approach.
Scanning is, unlike the traditional scanner, done by a “consumer class” digital
camera that is mounted above the scan area. In the future, these scanning cameras
will be mounted on the ceiling. The demonstrator however, is embodied in a desk‐
lamp that is closer to the scan surface to ensure high enough image quality for tasks
such as text extraction.
The main user interface is made by employing hand gestures, which are interpreted
as commands. Gestures do not require the user to push any button nor to wear any
special gloves, wristbands or clothing. I did research on gesture recognition, as well
as the design and implementation of a gesture recognition system based on computer
vision. The main steps of such a system are the localisation of the hand in an image,
and then the classification of the gesture that is made. This classification is coupled to
a system command, such as taking a scan, extracting the text and e‐mailing it.
It is shown that a hand gesture recognition system is a good solution for the implicit
user interface required by ubiquitous scanning, but still has some minor problems.
The demonstrator is build on top of a software framework, which I designed and
built, for flexible development of Ambient Intelligence applications. Existing Océ
modules and third party software can be integrated or interfaced with without much
effort. This report covers the design and implementation of that framework.
To ensure the system is usable, I did a concise usability assessment. The main
problem here was that the test persons did not scan very often, so the analysis of
how they use the system to perform the tasks could not be made very explicit.

The writer was enabled by Océ‐Technologies B.V. to perform research that partly forms the basis for this
report. Océ‐Technologies B.V. does not accept responsibility for the accuracy of the data, opinions and
conclusions mentioned in this report, which are fully for the account of the writer.

About Océ Technologies B.V.
The company roots reach back to the 1870s, when the chemist Lodewijk van der
Grinten started research on the manufacturing of butter coloring agents. In the 1920s
Lodewijk’s grandson Louis started the company’s document copying activities,
beginning with the manufacturing of blueprint paper.
After several improvements of blueprint papers, the van der Grinten’s had a
breakthrough in 1926 with the primulin paper, which is the first reproduction
method that allows positive copies (in contrast to white on blue copies with
blueprints). The primulin paper is the first product that is produced under the Océ
trademark. The name Océ is derived from the abbreviation O.C., which stands for the
German words Ohne Componente (without components).
In 1970, Océ answered the rapidly expanding need for office copying with its first
plain‐paper office‐copying machine, the Océ 1700.
The further developments in its copying technologies made Océ one of the global
leaders in document reproduction and nowadays in document management. In the
late 1980, Océ started to manufacture printers and the first digital products were
supplied in the market. With the beginning of the new millennium Océ’s product
range was extended with document management systems and services. Today Océ’s
major product groups are the wide format, the document, and the production
printing systems.
The focus is on professional document solutions in digital, color, software and web‐
enabled applications to support the workflow of professional organizations. Océ
products are worldwide available in about 80 countries and Océ’s 22.500 employees
are located in over 30 countries.
To maintain and develop its strategic position it is necessary to meet the needs of the
rapidly changing market. Therefore Océ heavily invests in Research and
Development, 7 percent of the annual turnover are invested in R&D. Océ employs
about 2000 R&D specialists world wide, of which 1200 are working at the company’s
main R&D site in Venlo. Almost 40 percent of the R&D employees are software and
computer science specialists; this reflects the importance of digital technologies for
Océ.
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Abbreviations and Jargon

Barrel distortion

The “inflated” effect caused by the camera lens. Straight lines
appear bent, especially near the edges of the image.

DPI

Dots per inch. The number of dots that fit it an inch, and thus a
measurement of resolution.

FOV

Field of view. The angle between the optical axis of the lens and
the outermost ray of the focal point to the lens edge.

HSV

A colour space in which a colour is represented by Hue (true
colour), Saturation and Value (Brightness).

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol. An Internet protocol
that programs can use to look up contact information.

OCR

Optical Character Recognition. The process of extracting the
actual text from an image

PCA

Principal Component Analysis. PCA is a technique that can be
used to simplify a dataset; more formally it is a transform that
chooses a new coordinate system for the data set such that the
greatest variance by any projection of the data set comes to lie
on the first axis (then called the first principal component), the
second greatest variance on the second axis, and so on.

PDF

Portable Document File, a document file type by Adobe.

RGB

A colour space in which a colour is represented by the amount
of Red, Green and Blue.

ROI

Region of interest. A subsection of a larger area or space that is
considered.

Searchable PDF

A PDF that can display text and images, and the text can be
searched and can be copied to another application as real text,
not as image alone.
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the Technical University of Twente. At the university I stayed at the group Human
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interaction between humans and computers.
Océ Technologies B.V. has given me the opportunity to do research on this subject,
for which I am truly thankful. This report is the result of the nine months I have
spent at the Research and Development centre of Océ in Venlo.
Finally, I would like to thank Jos and Sebastian, for supervising and giving me my
weekly discussion sessions, Betsy and Anton, for supervising me for the University,
Annelies, for having all the patience with me during this research, my parents for the
emotional and financial support, my lunch buddies, and all the other students and
employees at Océ I had a good time with during work, the coffee breaks and after
work.
Special thanks to André Erren and the people in the workplace that helped building
the demonstrator’s physically appealing body.

Rob Audenaerde,
Venlo, December 2004

2 Introduction
2.1

Ambient Intelligence and Ubiquitous Computing
Imagine a world where our environment is sentient and responsive, where each part
of our surrounding helps us accomplishing tasks, where the technology lies unseen
behind an unobtrusive, non‐invasive interface. This is the revolutionised world of
Ambient Intelligence.
With computing power increasing and the rapid development of sensor technology,
the world of Ambient Intelligence might even be closer than one might think.
Already mobile devices surround us that have processing capabilities exceeding the
desktop computer of five years ago. Computing power is everywhere.
The stepping stones to build an interactive, sentient world are there. We just have to
build to bring our surroundings to live.

2.2

Vision of Ubiquitous Scanning
An attractive feature in an ambient intelligent building is its ability to look at people,
to analyse what they do and want and to act accordingly. Currently, this subject is a
hot item in the human computer interaction field. 1

Figure 1: Ambient Intelligence in the Office of the Future. Smart cameras integrated in lamp
or ceiling can make scans of documents on the desk or table.

For example, the AMI project, which does research on Augmented Multi‐party
Interaction (http://www.amiproject.org)
1
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An interesting application of this vision‐enhanced building, or room, is the
ubiquitous scanning system. Small cameras mounted in the ceiling take note of the
persons working in the room as can be seen in figure 1. When a person indicates his
wish to make a scan of a certain document, it will be scanned, analysed, processed
and send back to the user in digital form.

2.3

Océ Technologies and Ambient Intelligence
Océ Technologies has been taking its first steps into the domain of Ambient
Intelligence. The main focus lies in supporting technology within the office
environment. One of the steps is the development of smart objects. Smart objects are
devices, hard‐ and software that will make life in the office easier, more pleasant and
more productive.
A good example of a prototype smart object is the “reading desk lamp”, named
DeskEYE, which has been developed by Océ. The DeskEYE is an example of a smart
object that lies within the vision of ubiquitous scanning. It enables people to make
scans right from their physical desktop, by putting the object to scan under the lamp.
The next step is to upgrade this DeskEYE to a system that can be integrated in the
building itself, to build a ubiquitous scanning system.

2.4

Goal of this research project
The current cameras are, unfortunately, either too expensive or do not deliver the
quality needed for a ubiquitous (ceiling) scanning system. A trade‐off has to be made
between developing for the future and working on a system that can be built now.
The trade‐off is that there will be a physical object inside the room. This object will be
the scanner. To disguise the scanner, it will be built in a desk‐lamp. A special design
is made to encapsulate the camera and wires.
The scanner will have to act as an intelligent device. It has to know when to look
actively in the scan zone and when not. It has to figure out what the user wants to do
once scans are made. The information given by users and the content of the scan will
both be considered and acted upon. If, for example, the scan consists only of text, and
the user wishes the scan to be e‐mailed, the scan might be processed by OCR
software. Images, graphics, photos and tables should be handled intelligently as
well.

2.5

Previous work
There has been previous work done on this subject. A project at Océ Technologies,
done by Sido Grond [29] , has provided interesting results. The main goal of the
research was to find out what problems arise when scanning documents using
conventional consumer digital cameras. In chapter 3 I will elaborate more on this.
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2.6

Research

2.6.1

Introduction
Considering the vision of Ambient Intelligence, the current version of the DeskEYE is
not suitable enough do act as a working prototype of a ubiquitous scanning system.
The main problem in the current implementation of the DeskEYE is the very limited
user interface. For future use the DeskEYE will have neither buttons nor a screen;
thus no physical (graphical) user interface. An implicit user interface is required. The
task the user requires of the device will have to be communicated differently. The
feedback will also have to be presented in an alternative form.

2.6.2

Research Directions
The above description leads to the following question:
How can a usable, intelligent ubiquitous document scanning system
for use in the future office environment be developed?
This automatically leads to more questions:
•
•
•

How can a usable, intelligent system be built in both hard and software?
What should the user interface look like? How can this be realised?
What is the usability of such a system?

To answer these questions, it is good to look at a number of possible scenarios where
such a ubiquitous scanning system can be used.

2.7

Scenarios future use for the DeskEYE
To know what is needed to build a usable system, it is necessary to know in what
situations the system is going to be used. From the described future uses, the
functionality requirements can be derived.
In the next section I will describe several scenarios in which the system might be
used in the future. In that way it is better graspable what features are required, and
where the focus of interest lies. This focus will be elaborated on later.
The scenarios have different sources. Some are a result of an informal brainstorm
session, some are taken form personal experience and some are purely made up out
of own imagination.
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2.7.1

Scanning newspaper articles
A university keeps track of all newspaper items covering information about the
university. All the documentation is added to a digital archive. The employee
responsible for the task marks the article and writes down information from which
newspaper the article was taken and when. Putting it in the scan‐zone will trigger
the device to scan the piece of paper and the featured article will automatically be
scanned, processed and archived. It can even be automatically published on the
university web‐site.

2.7.2

Intelligent Scan
An employee of a research department of a big company is reading an interesting
journal. He spots an article on a specific case he has been working on with his group.
The employee puts the document in the scan‐zone and with his finger he indicates
the borders of the document. The article is scanned and he receives an e‐mail on his
PDA containing the article in editable text, accompanied by the images, tables and
graphs. The system also looked up interesting information about the article on the
Internet, the company knowledge base and the personal archive and returns some
interesting hyperlinks.

2.7.3

Scan Distribution
The same employee as described above also wants to forward this information to his
fellow researchers. Before he scans the article he writes down their names in the
upper right corner of the paper. The scanner analyses this information and forwards
the document to the indicated persons.

2.7.4

Serial number Analysis
An organisation that sells computer supplies to students on a non‐profit basis has
problems with the warranty service. A number of customers arrive with defect parts,
which are probably not sold in this particular shop. This is a problem, because
providing repair service costs money and time and it should not be spend on
product not sold by this organisation. Luckily, the employees scanned the serial
numbers of the parts and put them in a database. Now it easily checked if the defect
part were actually sold in the organisations’ shop.

2.7.5

Archiving of letters and forms
In the secretaries office of a big company large amounts of letters arrive. To be able to
archive these letters quickly and properly, the secretaries’ personal scanner scans
them. The processing afterwards will take assure the letters or forms are archived as
digital files.
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2.7.6

Scanning of notes
During a meeting someone has taken interesting notes. These notes are made on a
piece of paper, but they should be archived properly. By drawing a box in the upper
right corner and writing “archive:wb3” on it, and scanning this document, the notes
will be archived automatically.

2.7.7

Hand Scan 1
In the office of the future life is made easy. Never again do you have the need to
remember passwords and usernames. As soon as you sit behind your desk and put
your hands can be seen within your working environment they will be scanned.
Using specific biometric characteristics of your hand, your identity will be
confirmed. This will be communicated to the workstation and if you can be either
granted permission to work on that station, or have your access denied.

2.7.8

Hand Scan 2
By lying your hand under scanner, palm‐up, the scanner will analyse your hand
lines. By combining this information with the most recent astrological information
databases, the position of the sun, the moon and the stars, the influence of earth‐rays
and the weather in Honolulu, the system will give a detailed analysis of your
personality and your opportunities for the future.

2.7.9

Scanning of 3D objects
Because the personal scanner can also act as a streaming camera (webcam
functionality), it is possible to make 3D scans of small objects using only a bright
light and a stick.2
Not all scenarios are equally relevant. That is not what they are intended for; their
purpose is solely to illustrate some of the possibilities a ubiquitous scanning device
has.

2.8

Research Approach

2.8.1

Examining the old DeskEYE demonstrator
The old DeskEYE demonstrator is to be examined to see what parts are useful for the
new one, and which parts need replacing or new parts need to be added. This
examination will result in the design of a new version of the demonstrator.

2

See for example http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/ICCV98/index.html
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2.8.2

Developing the (implicit) user interface
The development and evaluation of a user interface requires research on which
topics and concepts are useful. Furthermore, I will investigate how such an interface
can be realised. An important role in this case is the use of computer vision
techniques to build a system that is able to recognise human hand gestures.

2.8.3

Developing a software framework
A software framework that encapsulates the required functionality is to be designed.
This framework has to be flexible, easy to understand and easy to extend. Effort has
to be spent to investigate how existing modules of Océ and third party software can
be integrated and interfaced with. This framework can also be used for other ambient
intelligence applications.
The development of the implicit user interface will take place within the framework,
so all functionality can be interfaced with.

2.8.4

Developing an application
To demonstrate that the user interface and intelligent scanning work, an application
is build which implements one of the scenarios mentioned above.

2.8.5

Assessing the usability of the product
To be able to tell if the user considers the device and the application helpful in
accomplishing his task, a usability study will be done. I will seek after what users
expect from the device and how helpful it actually is to them. General usability
assessment guidelines will be explained and followed.

2.9

How to read the rest of this document
In Chapter 3 the different factors of the system design are covered. After that, the
results of a literature researched are published in Chapter 4. What is learned there is
put into practice in Chapter 5, where the working of the gesture recognition is
explained. This is followed by the design of the software framework that is put to use
by building an application in Chapter 7. After that the usability of this application is
held against the light. Afterwards the system is discussed, opportunities and
problems are given, and conclusions drawn.
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3 Design Overview
3.1

Introduction
In this chapter I will give a summary of how the old demonstrator worked, what was
learned from it, and which improvements are needed. Then I will describe what
requirements there are for the new demonstrator, both on technical and usability
levels. These requirements result in a mechanical and functional design that will be
further elaborated on.

3.2

Summary of previous DeskEYE Demonstrator

3.2.1

Main goal of the previous DeskEYE
The main goal of the previous research was to build a demonstrator, which had to be
capable of taking pictures of documents. Main areas of focus were to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

compare traditional line scanning (1D) with area scanning (2D);
achieve a as high as possible image quality by camera settings and image
processing;
find out how external lightning and shadows affect the quality of the images, and
how these effects can be neutralised;
find out if a minimal readability sharpness can be acquired;
build a robust interaction model; the demonstrator should only act if the users
requires it to act;
do as much automatically as possible
do everything as with hardware that is as cheap as possible

The old DeskEYE was intended for personal use; each employee would get one, so
cheap off‐the‐shelf hardware was used to minimize the costs.

3.2.2

Mechanical design
The old demonstrator has a straightforward design, as can be seen in figure 2. It
basically is a standard consumer digital photo camera mounted on a small form
factor PC. This was chosen mainly because of its compact design and acceptable
pricing.
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Cam
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PC
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Figure 2: The previous mechanical design of the DeskEYE.
The viewable area of the camera mounted in this configuration is slightly larger than
a standard A4. The box that holds the computer serves as guidance when putting a
sheet of paper under the scanner. The top of the paper should be put against the box.
The camera is looking down at a straight angle with the surface. This reduces the
distortion due to skewing effects. These effects had a negative influence on the image
quality and could not be compensated for easily.

3.2.3

Functional design
The functional design consists of the following steps:

Figure 3: The functional design of the previous DeskEYE demonstrator. The small blocks
represent actions in the system; the A4 on the left indicates that the user put a document in
the scan zone.
The parts that got the most attention were:
•
•
•

detection;
taking a photo and transferring it;
image improvement

The detection consists of a module that checks if something moved in the area the
scanner could see. If for example a sheet of paper was put under the scanner, it
would wait until the paper lay still and then take a picture of the enitre scan zone.
On startup, the desktop was recognised and stored, so the desktop would not be
photographed.
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The process of taking a photo and getting it on the computer’s hard disc is mainly a
technical implementation detail, and is covered in by the camera’s software
development kit that is used.
The image improvement had three important parts: compensating for the barrel
distortion, black‐white histogram enhancement and sharpening.

3.2.4

Conclusions and recommendations, problems
The previous research was done successfully; almost all of the stated goals were met
except for one: the robust interaction. There are two main problems:
•
•

due to lighting changes and shadows the camera would accidentally take photos
of the desktop;
the user had to put differently coloured sheets of paper under the scanner as
commands to trigger specific actions, or manually change some file to indicate
whether he wanted to print, email or archive;

Now that the problems are known, the requirements for a new demonstrator can be
deduced.

3.3

Technical Requirements
The technical requirements of the new demonstrator mostly come from the research
description, as formulated in the original assignment:
•

•
•
•
•
•

3.4

the system has to work on the same hardware as the old DeskEYE:
• a Via Epia M10000 PC platform (x86);
• a Canon Powershot S50 digital photo camera
the system has to be a stand‐alone device, with just as few as possible
connections;
the system has to fit on a desk easily;
the system has to be safe and secure;
the system should can not use expensive parts, it should be build out of‐the‐shelf
hardware targeted at the consumer market;
the system has to be able to scan at least A4 sized documents

Functional Requirements
The functional requirements are a direct result of the things that are needed to
implement the functionality described in the scenarios. The (image processing)
functionality of the old demonstrator is implicitly included in this as well.
All of the scenarios that are described in chapter 2 require some basic functionality.
Those basic functions consist of:
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•
•
•

the detection of the wish of the user to scan a document, the so‐called scan‐wish;
the actual scan and the delivery of it at the best possible quality; it should be high
enough for information extraction, for example OCR;
acceptable handling speed

The second point requires functionality on the next topics: scan correction, image
interpretation, information extraction, and use of found information and finally the
delivery of the data. These are now explained in more detail, as well as the scan
wish.

3.4.1

“Scan wish” detection
To know whether the user wants to make a scan or not, it is necessary to have some
kind of mechanism that detects this scan wish. The scan wish is the total of what the
user wants with the scan: what area he wants scanned and what to do with it
afterwards.

3.4.2

Scan Correction
When the scan is freshly downloaded form the camera it does not have optimal
quality. There are two main problems: barrel distortion and average contrast. The
process, which tries to compensate for these effects, is called Scan Correction. Most of
the research on this area has already been done in the development of the previous
DeskEYE.

3.4.3

Image interpretation
Depending on the application the image interpretation may consist of the detection
of a human hand, certain lines, tables, text, images, photographs, etc. Image
interpretation can lead to more intelligent processing afterwards. The process of
interpreting the scans will be handled by linking external modules to the program.
Examples of these external modules are an image segmentation module, OCR core,
etc.

3.4.4

Use of found information
The image interpretation results in information. This information has to be
transferred to the person or persons who can then accomplish their tasks more easily.
The information may lead to searches for more relevant information. When scanning
an article, it might be useful to do some background searching on keywords that
occur. For example, it would be nice to have a link to the Internet (Google etc.),
LDAP, company database, etc.
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3.4.5

Delivery
When all of the image interpreting and information finding has been done, it is time
to format it and deliver it to the user. Acceptable format are digital: searchable PDF,
HTML, JPEG, TIFF as well as physical: printed paper.

3.4.6

Processing speed
Furthermore, the system has to act “real‐time”. To be more precise, the system has to
react directly, within a 0.1 second to user input [34]. The final processing steps are
allowed to take longer, but also have to stay within acceptable time boundaries.

3.5

Usability Requirements
The following requirements are derived from the mini questionnaires that are taken
after the first DeskEYE was build and from the theory on usability (see chapter 8).
Some I have added myself as I see them fit and needed for an attractive
demonstrator.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learnability: The demonstrator should be easy to work with. After one
demonstration the user should have remembered the steps to make a scan and do
something with it. The only reference will be a very short sheet with a few
pictures.
Memorability: Once the user has learned how to operate the device, he should
not have any problems using it again after a while.
Acceptation: More than 95% of the users should have a positive attitude toward
using the device again
Quality perception: The user should be satisfied with the scan, print and ORC
quality.
Speed perception: The user should be satisfied with the scan speed and the
delivery speed
Robustness: The system should not enter a state of unresponsiveness, and be able
to recover from errors
Efficiency: The system should be efficient: make the users task simpler or faster
Fun Factor: The system should be fun to work with.

This last factor is very important. When users enjoy working with a system that
appeals them, because it is “fun” and “cool”, they will be less critical on the rest of
the functionality.
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3.6

Interaction Design
In the future, the DeskEYE project is to be upgraded, in a way that the scanner is no
longer a physical object on your desk, but a small camera mounted in the ceiling of
an office block. It is necessary that once the camera is installed, it can still be
controlled easily. Buttons can not be placed on the device; other means of controlling
it have to be examined. I present three methods that could theoretically replace the
good‐old buttons.

3.6.1

Remote control
The first method that comes up is just to relocate the buttons. Instead of creating
buttons on the object holding the camera, one could create a remote control as used
with television. Instead of pushing the button locally, it is pushed remotely and the
signal is transmitted either by infrared, FM, Bluetooth™, ultrasound or WLAN. The
receiver recognises the signal and acts accordingly. The main advantage of this
solution is that the interface stays more or less the same. Identical buttons can be
found, but now on a small portable device. The remote control can also be used to
locate or identify the user, thus enabling a locale scanning option.
The main drawback of remote controls of this fashion is that they require a physical
object that can fall, break, and the batteries may run dead. And off course, remote
controls tend to get lost.
Besides the physical shortcomings, a remote control is also not very intuitive and
might interfere with other remote controlled devices

3.6.2

Speech
Speech recognition could eliminate the drawbacks found in using a remote control.
Almost everyone can speak and remembering several separate commands should
prove not difficult either. When using multiple receivers the person who is speaking
could be located as well, by using amplitude and delay of the incoming signal. If
more than one camera is available in a room, using the localisation scheme can
prevent cameras that are not the closest to take action.
There are several drawbacks of using speech in this case. The main difficulty is that
it is hard to exactly know where to scan. The speech signal can be traced to a certain
person, but it is still unknown where the scan zone is to be found.
Noise can be a difficulty as well. A person might for example accidentally say “Scan”
in a sentence. This could be picked up by the system and the person will get an
undesired scan. Additionally, when there is a considerable amount of general noise,
it might be hard to pick up commands.
Another difficulty comes with language, either each language has to be considered,
or the system has to be specifically tailored to one language.
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Besides all the functional difficulties, speech requires extra sensors as well, thereby
increasing the total cost.
Even the social aspect can play a role here. Some users might be ashamed to talk to a
device in front of others.

3.6.3

Computer Vision / Gestures
The ability to recognise gestures made by the users could overcome most of the
drawbacks of ordinary remote control and speech. Nearly every person is able to
make simple hand gestures. The main advantage of gestures is that they can contain
rich information. When a user is making a gesture, the system can both derive which
command to execute, and the parameters of the command at the same time. The
pose, location and trajectory of the hand can be used as input signals. From a
cognitive aspect, the hand becomes the input device, theoretically eliminating the
need for intermediate transducers. The user can interact with the surrounding
machinery by simple designation and adequate gestures. [10]
Another advantage is that it is not necessary to have extra things. People (well, at
least in the majority of the cases) always have their hands with them, and they can be
put into action almost immediately.
There are several drawbacks as well.
communication:
•

•

•

•

Some are directly related to gestural

Fatigue: Making gestures involves more muscles than keyboard interaction or
speech. Gestural commands must therefore be fast to issue in order to minimise
effort.
Not self‐revealing: The user must know the set of gestures that a system
recognises in advance. Gestural commands should be simple, natural, and
consistent.
“Immersion Syndrome”: Most systems capture every motion of the userʹs hand.
Consequently, every gesture can be interpreted by the system, whether or not it
was intended, and the user can be cut off from the possibility of communicating
simultaneously with other devices or persons.
Segmentation of hand gestures: Gestures are by nature continuous. A system that
interprets gestures to translate them into a sequence of commands must have a
way of segmenting the continuous stream of captured motion into discrete
ʺlexicalʺ entities. This process is somewhat artificial.

These drawbacks can be remedied by good design choices.
Although gestural communication is an attractive way to overcome user interface
challenges, there are several technical barriers that have to be broken to make such a
system work. In the next chapter I will give a summary of the methods that exist to
recognise gestures, or that accomplish a sub‐goal of that process.
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Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the input modalities, I chose to
build an implicit user interface based on hand gestures. Which gestures are used, and
which actions are linked to it will be elaborated on in the Chapters 4 and 6.

3.7

Functional Design
To understand better which functionality the design of the DeskEYE system covers,
it is useful to look at the steps the system has to take. They are shown in figure 4.
System
makes Scan

Scan
data

Scan command

Detect User
Gesture

Location
information

Automatic
Preprocessing
Scan
data

Calculate
Region of
Interest

ROI

Cropping
Scan
data

Action command
Determine
PostProcessing
steps

Processing
steps

Post-processing

Processed
Data
Delivery to User

Figure 4: The steps taken by the system in a scan process. The blocks represent activities; the
arrows depict data that is transferred from activity to activity.
The system starts to act as soon as a gesture is detected and recognised. This is the
initial communication of the user to the system, to indicate his scan wish.
As soon as the gesture is analysed, the next steps can be taken. The gesture contains
information for three different parts of the solution. First of all, it signals the system
to take a scan. Secondly, the gesture contains information on which section of the
scan is the region of interest, the area the user wants to have scanned as sub‐image of
the total scan the system delivers. The third piece of information in the gesture is the
desired delivery method that is later used to do the post‐processing needed to make
the delivery.
The scan is pre‐processed, and the area that is selected will be cropped. Then all
information is available to make the delivery possible, either by e‐mail, network or
straight to the printer (a so‐called “copy‐job”).
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3.8

Mechanical Design
The ideal mechanical design would be to mount the camera in the ceiling of an office
space. As I will show in the next paragraph, the current camera is not capable of
delivering high enough quality pictures when mounted on the ceiling. After that, I
will elaborate on the mounting alternative, which results in the current choice of
design of the demonstrator.

3.8.1

Height, Resolution and Zoom
The Canon S50 camera has an angle of about 27° field of view (FOV) when no zoom
is used. This has as result that the maximum length that the camera can view is
approximately the same as the cameras mounting height. This relationship is
depicted in figure 5.
camera

α
d

l≈d

Figure 5: The relation between the camera height (d) and the viewable length (l) with a field of
view angle (α ) of 27 degrees.
Using the maximum resolution, the camera can produce 2592 pixels in the viewable
length. From this, we can derive the next formulas:

l=

d
cm
Zf

dots per inch =

Mp ⋅ 2,54
l

(1)

(2)

The zoom factor is estimated by measurements and is given by:

Zf = (1,18) Zl

(3)
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Where:
d = distance from the camera to the surface that is scanned, in cm;
l
= viewable length, the maximum length the camera can see, in cm;
Zl = zoom level, Zl ∈{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 0 is no optical zoom, 6 is maximum
optical zoom;
Zf = zoom factor;
Mp = the number of pixels in the maximum resolution

Note on the zoom factor: the maximum zoom factor that can be acquired is 2.64. This
is done in discrete steps of 1.18.
The resolution that is required to achieve a good result in the optical character
recognition phase depends on the text that is scanned. If letters are small, italic, bold,
are of a non standard font or are not printed well, the resolution needs to be higher
than if the letters are normal. A good rule of thumb is that the resolution needs to be
at least 200 DPI for “Times New Roman” at point size 10, to achieve good OCR
results. The colour depth in not relevant when using an OCR engines, because most
of them work on pure black and white images.
Gesture recognition requires that the entire hand can be seen on each position
around the object that is to be scanned. From the requirements follows at that least
A4 has to be scanned. Assuming the hand size in pointing position is about 20 by 10
cm, and A4 is roughly about 30 by 20 cm, the viewable area has to be at least 50 by 30
cm. See also figure 6.

30 cm

A4

l = 50 cm

Figure 6: The viewable area when the camera is mounted 50 cm above the desktop (d =50 cm).
The dashed cross indicates the center of the optical axis.
If no zoom is taken into account, this requires the camera to be at least 50 cm above
the scanning surface. When the A4 is lying in the corner of the visible area, the
camera can not use its zoom function. If the camera was zooming in, a piece of the
A4 would fall outside the visible area. Using the formula it can be seen that with this
viewable area, thus camera height, the resolution is about 132 DPI.
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It is stated earlier that 200 DPI is required, so 132 DPI is not enough. Another method
has to be found. Another option would be to put the A4 always in the centre. This
requires an extra viewable area without zoom, as shown in figure 7.

40 cm

A4

l = 70 cm

Figure 7: The viewable area when the camera is mounted 70 cm above the desktop (d =70 cm).
The dashed cross indicates the center of the optical axis.
This results in a d of 70 cm. But now the A4 is in the centre, so zooming could bring
us a benefit. The viewable area can be shrunk to fit the A4, so the maximum Zf = 70 /
30 = 2.33. The maximum resolution then will be: 2592⋅2.54 / 30 = 219 DPI. This is
sufficient for OCR that requires at least 200 DPI.
This exercise shows that it is possible to scan an A4 with a high enough resolution
and still be able to cover large area when looking for gestures.
When selecting an even smaller area, it is possible to reach the maximum zoom level.
This equals a zoom factor of 6.9 ≈ 2.63 . This yields a VA of 70/2.63 = 26.6 cm, and thus
the number of dots per inch is a decent 248.
zoomlevel
0
camera height (in cm)
1
70
2
3
maximum pixels
4
2592
5
6

zoomfactor
1,00
1,18
1,38
1,62
1,91
2,24
2,63

viewable area (cm)
70,0 x 52,5
59,6 x 44,7
50,7 x 38,0
43,1 x 32,3
36,7 x 27,5
31,2 x 23,4
26,6 x 19,9

DPI
94,05
110,53
129,89
152,64
179,37
210,79
247,71

Table 1: The relation between zoom level, camera mounting height and dots per inch at a
camera height of 70 cm.
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zoomlevel
0
camera height (in cm)
1
48
2
3
maximum pixels
4
2592
5
6

zoomfactor
1,00
1,18
1,38
1,62
1,91
2,24
2,63

viewable area (cm)
48,0 x 36,0
40,8 x 30,6
34,8 x 26,1
29,6 x 22,2
25,2 x 18,9
21,4 x 16,1
18,2 x 13,7

DPI
137,16
161,18
189,42
222,60
261,59
307,41
361,25

Table 2: The relation between zoom level, camera mounting height and dots per inch at a
camera height of 48 cm.
To conclude this section I want to point out that even at a low altitude of 70 cm
above the surface, it requires the maximum amount of zoom to get a decent DPI
score. Table 1 gives a good look at this. Mounting this camera on the ceiling is
definitely not an option.

3.8.2

The alternative, a camera disguised as desk lamp
As described in the previous section, an alternative to the ceiling mounted system
has to be found. A good camera height would be 70 cm. But now the camera is closer
to the desk and because of that clearly visible. To still achieve a sense of ambient
intelligence, the new demonstrator should not look like a camera with a computer or
even remind of a camera or a computer. Instead, it should be a smart object; it is
disguised as a desk lamp.
The camera will be hidden inside the top compartment of the lamp. This is illustrated
in figures 8 and 9.

48 cm

36 cm

48 cm

Figure 8: The prototype demonstrator measures
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Figure 9: Demonstrator conceptual art
Currently the computer is used to elevate the desk lamp to have a greater field of
view, but it is intended to be hidden under the desk.
The area that is covered when the camera is mounted at a height of 48 cm is slightly
bigger than the size of A3 paper, and slightly smaller than the total area that can be
seen in figure 6.

3.8.3

Conclusion
Centering the A4 within viewable area, combined with zooming provides a high
enough resolution for OCR, up to camera heights of 70 cm.
Mounting the camera on the ceiling is not an option because it will not give high
enough image quality.
A trade off can be made in the form of a camera that is hidden in a desk lamp case.
Ideally, a height of 70 cm would be used. But during the development an earlier
version of the prototype housing was used that only had 48 cm. camera height.
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4 Related Research on Gesture Recognition
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter the results of the literature study are given. There is a lot of literature
out in the field on gesture recognition, and there are many approaches to the
problem. I cannot list them all, but I try to make a comprehensive summary of the
most used and most promising methods.
We are looking for gestures made by hands, human hands. The first task is therefore
to find out how the hand can be represented and how it is projected into images.
Then it has to be figured out how the hand can by extracted from these images. After
we found the hand, it has to be analysed to see what gesture is made.

4.2

Hand Model
The human hand is an articulate object. It has no less than 26 degrees of freedom [32].
The degrees of freedom can be hierarchically structured from the wrist up. The wrist
itself has a translation over X, Y and Z‐axis, and a roll, yaw and pitch. Then there are
4 degrees of freedom in the thumb, and 4 in each finger. There even exist people who
have an extra degree if freedom in their thumb, but for the general hand model, this
is not considered.

F2
F3

View of the right hand

F1

F0..F4 represent thumb, index, middle, fourth
and last finger.

F4
DIP
DIP
PIP

DIP

DIP

PIP

PIP

F0

PIP

MCP

MCP

CMC: CarpoMetaCarpal
MCP: MetaCaproPhalangeal
PIP: ProximalInterPhalangeal
DIP: DistalInterPhalangeal
IP: InterPhalangeal
Icon coordinate system for each joint indicated
their respective degrees of freedom.

MCP MCP
IP

MCP

CMC

Wrist

HAND DATA
{
for whole hand:
wrist translation x,y,z;
wrist roll, flex, yaw;
for F0:
CMC flex, yaw;
MCP flex;
IP flex;
for F1..F4:
MCP flex, yaw;
PIP flex;
DIP flex;
}

Figure 10: The 26 degrees of freedom of the hand
Although there are many degrees of freedom, most of them are restricted to a certain
range [31]. These limitations are called the biological constraints. Although there might
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be some persons that can fold their fingers entirely to the back of their hands, most
people can not, so it is not relevant.
Next to the 26 degrees of freedom, the size of the fingers, thumb and hand also vary
from person to person. Most researchers do not include these sizes in their models.

Figure 11: Hand models. Different hand models can be used to represent the hand pose.
(a) 3D volumetric model. (b) Wire frame model. (c) Skeletal model. (d) Binary silhouette.
(e) Contour.
Different hand models can be used for gesture recognition [30], each model requiring
a specific recognition method. Time can be added as dimension as well, adding a
whole new spectrum of possibilities.

4.2.1

Pose and Trajectory
When we look at the hand and do not consider time, the gesture that is made is
called a static gesture. When time is considered, the series of hand configurations over
time is called a dynamic gesture and sometimes referred to as temporal gesture.
Another division can be made. If the degrees of freedom of the wrist and the time are
ignored, the remaining degrees of freedom, the configuration of the fingers and
thumb make up the hand pose.
When looking at the wrist location and orientation it gives to the hand over time, we
call this a trajectory.
Together the union of pose and trajectory data describe all the degrees of freedom of
the hand.
Poses and trajectories are commonly used to draw attention to something. For
example, if a blackboard contains some useful information, and person points to it,
the hand will be in a certain pose (index finger stretched). The hand will follow the
trajectory from close to the body to close to the blackboard, and might even encircle
the information to indicate its importance.
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4.3

Localisation of hands
The localisation of hands is the process that tries to find out what part of the image is
actually a hand. In computer vision applications this image mostly is the image
generate form a camera, but the image could as well be an image that is generate
using sound echoes, radio frequency devices, etc. For this section camera images will
be looked at, and especially what features can be used to localise the hand.

4.3.1

Features
To detect the desired poses and trajectories of the hands in the camera images, it is
essential that we know where the hand in the image, and what pose it is assuming.
To begin analysing the hand position and location, we need to look at he image and
find those features that correspond with hand features. Selecting good features is
therefore crucial to gesture recognition. Hands and hand gestures are very rich in
shape variation, motion and textures.
A commonly used method is to do image processing on the incoming stream of
images from camera. The low level desired result is an image in which pixels are
labelled as begin “hand‐pixel” or “non‐hand‐pixel”. From there on, we can go up a
level and start analysing those pixels, for example by connected components
labelling.
There are several different approaches to find pixels that belong to human hands.
Some depend on special cameras and special lighting conditions. Others depend on
colour, skin colour in particular. There exist systems that use edge‐based techniques;
others use networks of Gabor‐filters or snakes. All these techniques work in still
images. Naturally, moving images (image sequences) can provide additional
information and there exist a large number of methods that use some form of
background subtraction, using a reference frame or using adaptive or learning
methods.
Note that some methods use the assumption that there is only one hand or no hand
at all in the image; most methods are useful for more than one.

4.3.2

Infrared
To track human hands and arms, Sato, Kobayashi and Koike use an infrared camera
[9] in their augmented desktop system. The infrared image that is perceived is
calibrated to find temperatures that resemble human skin temperature (30° C – 37°
C) in a room. They threshold the image and perform some basic morphological
operations. Then the two biggest blobs are extracted from the image. These blobs are
assumed to be the hands. If only one big blob is available, it is assumed there is only
one hand in the image. This method is robust and simple. The disadvantage is that
an expensive infrared camera is required, thermal cameras start from about €10.000.
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4.3.3

Skin Colour
All hands have skin colour, and colour information is invariant to pose and scale.
This makes skin colour a strong cue in human hand tracking [8][5][3][2]. It is also
shown the HSV colour space (see figure 12) is useful for skin colour extraction.
Figure 13 shows people from different races, and the Hue‐Saturation maps of their
skin colour. The bright areas are all around the same place, the skin colour locus. It is
shown that the only difference between the races in the HSV space is in the V
channel.

Figure 12: The HSV colour space.
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Figure 13: Hue‐Saturation maps of skin colour. The left images are samples of skin from
African, Asian and Caucasian people. On the right their respective HS map.
Jones and Rehg [6] describe a method to detect skin colour, based on statistical
models. They calculate the probability of a pixel being skin colour or non‐skin colour.
Combined these probabilities give a good overall probability that the pixel is indeed
skin coloured.
They claim to achieve an accuracy of 85% against 8.5% false positives. The results of
their own method are compared to models that use mixtures of Gaussians (used for
example in [7]). Jones and Rehg conclude that their own method is the better one.
When the image is segmented in skin colour and non‐skin colour the rest of the
process resembles the approach taken using infrared images.

4.3.4

Colour Segmentation
Instead of looking at each separate pixel and classifying it, it is also possible to look
at groups of pixels that somehow belong together. When an image is divided into
groups of pixels, based on specific features, the image is called segmented. Useful
segmentation can be on colour information. Wu, Liu and Huang [11] report that
colour segmentation provides a robust means of tracking specific moving blobs in
images.
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Figure 14: An example of colour segmentation by using SOMs on the HSV colour planes
There are many different approaches to segment an image, based on colour. The
most commonly known methods are octree quantization, region growing and
shrinking, and histogram watershed based techniques. They can be used in all colour
spaces, but because it is very useful to find skin‐colour, HSV is used mostly. More
elaborate versions are based on Self‐Organising Maps [11] and JSEG segmentation

4.3.5

Motion
When gestures are to be found in image sequences, for example the stream coming
from a camera, it is possible to look at two or three consecutive frames and determine
which pixels belong to the moving pixels class, and which not.
The most basic algorithm to find movement is by taking the absolute difference for
each pixel between two frames. This value indicates the change in intensity in the
specific channel and is most likely a cue for movement.
More effective algorithms have been developed. Horn and Schunck [16] defined
“optical flow”. The optical flow shows not only which pixels are moving, but also
from where they started and where they are heading.
When using optical flow it can be determined where and how groups of pixels are
moving. Grouping pixels and following them enables it to deduce trajectories. The
main drawback of using optical flow is that the calculation is rather expensive.
The basic drawback of motion based methods is that there have to be pixel
differences, so the motion can be estimated. Large areas with an equal colour can
introduce problems.

4.3.6

Background Subtraction
Background subtraction can help distinguish moving objects, like humans (and
human hands) and the background.
Most methods for background subtraction require a model of the background. The
simplest is a “running average” model, where each frame gets incorporated into the
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background model. On average, moving parts will only slightly contribute to the
model, and thus the foreground can be found.
More advanced methods rely on Gaussian distribution for each pixel, or even
networks (mixtures) of them. Decision algorithms then find the foreground, based on
the knowledge of the background. A good review of background subtraction
methods can be found in [37].
Although background subtraction can be useful, it is relatively computationally
expensive if done for whole image.

4.3.7

Edge based localisation
Athitsos and Sclaroff [22] describe how edge information can be used, even in
cluttered scenes. They employ specialised randomness analysis to check if edges are
“random” or do actually mean something. Methods as chamfer distance are then
used to index a database to find out if it is actually a hand.

4.3.8

Fusion
To make maximum use of all the different methods, fusion of information gained
from different methods information can increase the quality of the localisation
results. Reduction in necessary computational power can also be achieved, for every
cue can rule out areas that are not interesting.

4.4

Orientation of the hand
If the orientation of the hand can be found, the hand can be rotated to a standard
(canonical) position, making the recognition simpler and more robust.
There is not much research done on how to find the orientation of the hand. Most
systems just assume the hand to be in a standard position. Other systems use the
pose information of the entire human (upper) body to determine the orientation of
the hand. There are some methods in development though, which try to figure out
the hands orientation.
Lockton [12] requires the user to wear a wristband, with a significant different colour
as the human skin. The colour distributions of hand and wristband are calibrated by
positioning the hand and the wristband on a pre‐selected place, enabling to capture
the colour of both wristband and skin.
When processing an image, the centroids (the centre of mass) of the detected colour
distributions are found and the vector from the hand centroid to the wrist centroid
describes the orientation of the hand.
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Athitsos and Sclaroff [22] use the width of the arm as a heuristic. The place where the
width suddenly increases is the wrist. This method is far from robust, as they
indicate themselves.
Parker and Baumback [13] describe the “wrist ray” feature vector as means to find
the orientation of the hand by finding the wrist. A drawback of this method is that
their assumption is that the hand is always in some kind of “upright” position: if the
wrist is visible, it will be below the hand in the image.
The most reliable method is by examining the Image Moments. Image moments, as
proposed in [20], can be used to find the orientation of the hand. Image moments are
comparable to the non‐centralised moments used in statistics. There is one downside;
the orientation can only be found in a range between 0 and 180 degrees. Therefore it
might be off by 180 degrees. Some extra algorithms have to be used to check if the
hand is flipped or not.

4.5

Composition of pose‐set and trajectory‐set
Before a detection scheme can be designed, it is necessary to know what has to be
detected. Are we interested in all the values of the 26 degrees of freedom of the
hand? Or do we only wish to classify certain hand configurations, in for example 10
different poses?
If opted for the classification‐based gesture recognition, the next question arises:
what makes a pose useful for gestural communication with computer systems? Are
poses sufficient, or are trajectories needed as well? What are useful trajectories?
Baudel et al. [10] have done significant research in this area. Previously I mentioned
the drawbacks that are related to gestural communication. These disadvantages
require specific choices on which poses and which trajectories can be used, or a
combination of both means.

4.5.1

Pose set
To define a useful pose set, it is necessary to consider the guidelines for gesture sets.
The hand should be in a pose that would not occur naturally, to differentiate
between normal gestural communication and a command gesture for the system. But
the poses should not be to extreme, because of the fatigue factor.

4.5.2

Trajectory set
It is not straightforward where a trajectory starts and where it ends. In [17] it is
discussed how acceleration and velocity can be used to make assumptions on the
start and end of a dynamic gesture in a trajectory. They segment trajectories in
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instants, elementary components of motion. Start, stop and dynamic instants could be
separated.
An important factor is that trajectories also have to be chosen in such a way that they
do not occur in normal gestural actions. This constraint can be loosened when
trajectory and pose are combined.

4.6

Pose Recognition
In the description of the hand model, it can be seen that the hand has many degrees
of freedom. There are many ways to derive the pose of the hand from an image of the
hand.
Two different approaches can be seen: parameter estimation and direct classification.

4.6.1

Parameter estimation
The parameter estimation approach tries to determine the actual pose of the hand
described in rotations of each joint, rotation of the wrist and hand location. This is a
difficult task, since different shading, occlusion and hard to separate poses occur
often.
Parameter estimation can also be performed on simpler models of the hand, instead
of the full 26 degrees of freedom, a subset can be taken. Using the Principal
Component Analysis the number of parameters can be brought down to even lower
numbers.
When biological constraints are taken into account, the number of dimensions to look
into decreases [5].
For this project parameter estimation is not really necessary. Classification, together
with spatial en temporal information, will be enough to meet the requirements.

4.6.2

Classification
Direct classification of a pose takes less effort. First a set of poses that is to be
recognised is defined. Then for each pose one ore more training images are taken.
From these training images a set of features is extracted. Then for each incoming
image from the camera, the same features are extracted. The resulting feature vector
is then compared to feature vector of the images in the database and some distance
function is applied to them. The training image corresponding to the minimum
distance is most likely the pose the hand on the input image.
The recognition quality is dependent on the features and the distance functions.
Different approaches result in different features with different distance functions.
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4.6.2.1 Geometry based
It is possible to recognise hand posture by extracting some geometric features such as
fingertips, finger directions and hand contours. Such features are not always
available and reliable, as result of self‐occlusion and lighting conditions. Examples of
geometric features are:
• perimeter, convex perimeter
• convexity
• area
• compactness
• bounding box area
• elongation
• rectangularity
• centroid
• Fourier descriptors
• moments, normalised central moments, Hu‐Moments
These features can be used to build al sorts of classifiers.

4.6.2.2 Silhouette based
In [3] a method is described to retrieve the pose of the lower arm and hand. This
system is used to deduct where the arm and index finger are pointing and to capture
the motion of that finger. This method is based on the silhouette of the lower arm
and the stretched index finger. By processing the silhouette edge and using biological
constraints, and incorporating the motion found, a 3D pose of the arm is found.
Using Point Distribution Models, the silhouette of a corresponding 3D skeleton can
be found, according to [2]. This method does not directly describe hand pose
estimation, but rather focuses on the torso and arms. This method is extendable to fit
the requirements for finding hand pose.
4.6.2.3 Gabor filters and graph matching
Triesch and Malsburg [14] employ an elastic graph matching technique to classify
hand postures against complex backgrounds. Hand postures are represented by
labelled graphs with an underlying two dimensional topology. Attached to the nodes
are jets, which are a sort of local image descriptors, based on Gabor filters. They
claim recognition rate against complex background of 86.2%. Their approach can
achieve scale invariant and user independent recognition. Since using one graph for
one hand posture is insufficient, this approach is not view independent. It also is
relatively slow, using up to four seconds per image on a Sun Ultrasparc Workstation.
4.6.2.4 Template matching
Lockton [12] describes a method where over 30 predefined gestures can be
recognised. The method used is template matching. During the training process,
images of gestures are transposed to a canonical hand frame. The intensity
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differences between gestures are then learned, making classifiers out of specific
pixels. This process is shown, simplified, in figure 15.

Figure 15: Left: the gesture for the letter m, Middle: gesture for the letter n. Right: The
difference between m and n. These pixels can be used to separate n from m rapidly.
4.6.2.5 Edge based classification
Several systems exist that only use edge information to retrieve the hand pose.
Edge based methods are less sensitive to differences in illumination, compared to
colour based matching methods. Moreover, edge based methods mostly use
greyscale images as their input, reducing the number of channels for computation by
a factor 3, compared to colour.
Examples of edge based classification are the systems of Khalil and Bayoumi [21],
who describe an invariant object recognition method, based on edge information and
the wavelet modulus maxima and Vassilis Athitsos and Stan Sclaroff [15], who have
implemented a system that uses edge images to perform the classification. They
measure similarity using the chamfer distance between edge images.
4.6.2.6 Specialised Mappings
Rosales, Athitsos, Sigal and Stan Sclaroff [1] employ a non‐linear supervised learning
framework, the specialised mappings architecture (SMA), to map image features to
likely 3D hand poses. Their method is a parameter estimation method.
The main advantage of using SMA’s over other function estimation methods is that it
allows modelling of the ambiguous input‐output relationships. SMA’s splits
(partitions) the problem into simpler mapping problems. This allows for modelling
different parts of the output space independently, as well as computation of multiple
possible configurations in ambiguous situations.

4.7
4.7.1

Trajectory Recognition
Start / Stop Signals
Using motion of hand to make dynamic gestures requires a special approach.
Communicative gestures can be decomposed into three motion phases: preparation,
stroke, and retraction [26]. There are some interesting difficulties. For example, it is not
easy to determine when a user is starting a gesture. Where does the preparation
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phase begin, where does it end? The easiest way to work around this problem is to
introduce signalling poses, special poses to indicate the start and end of a dynamic
gesture. The trajectory that is captured between two signalling poses can be
interpreted.
A termination signal is not always necessary. It is possible to model the trajectories as
a Finite State Machine, where the End State is reached after certain movements. This
can be seen as an implicit termination signal.

4.7.2

Tracking
Object can be followed through images over time, by using information about that
object, its geometrical features, movement, etc. This process in knows as tracking.
This differs from looking at each image and locating the object again by using the
localisation methods described earlier.

4.7.2.1 Feature tracking
Feature tracking methods are based upon finding specific features that are easily
recognisable in an image, for example corners, strong edges or even surfaces, over
several images in time. These features have to be present in each frame to keep
following them.

4.7.2.2 Mean shift and Cam Shift
The mean shift tracking is a statistical based tracking system. It finds some mean
value of a given window. For example, the mean can be the centre of mass given a
greyscale image where the brightness corresponds to the mass. After the mean is
found, the centre of the window is shifted to the mean. Then the mean is calculated
again until the window does not move significantly anymore [38].
While Mean Shift is especially useful for static environments, the derived algorithm
Continuous Adaptive Mean Shift (Cam Shift) is suitable for dynamic scenes and can
be used for tracking. Using Cam Shift, the size of the window is adjusted each
iteration, to be able to cope with scale changes.
Cam Shift itself provides robust tracking. The success of the algorithm depends on
quality of the probability image that is used as input.

4.7.2.3 Kalman filter and condensation
Both the Kalman filter and the condensation algorithm try to estimate an internal
model state given input vectors. They can be used to find the speed and position, for
example, and in that way the algorithms can provide a prediction of the location
where the hand will be next, and smooth out observation errors.
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4.7.3

Semantics
When a gesture, in the form of a pose or trajectory is recognised, it can be given a
meaning. For some applications this is very straightforward, e.g. most sign languages
have defined semantics.
In [4] a method is described which can get the semantics of the gestures from the
American Sign Language. This method deals with all of the 26 degrees of freedom
found in hands. The system is adaptive and uses fuzzy expert systems, so the total
matching score of the classification can be calculated and used as well.
Lockton [12] also uses sign language, but derives most of the semantics directly from
the recognised sign. He defines some special actions, “clicking” by moving the
thumb of hand with stretched fingers towards the palm and back. In this system
parameters like location and the results of the classification of poses are used to give
meaning to the gesture.
Lenman, Bretzner and Thuresson use the recognised gestures to navigate through
simple pie menus, to operate a television set [18]. The direction fingers are pointing
indicates the desired menu choices.
Rao, Yilmaz and Shah [17] go even further. They track hands in an in‐doors scene and
try to give a meaning to the movement of the hand. For example, one trajectory could
mean a cabinet door is being opened; another that an object is put on a table, etc.
They define a compact view‐invariant representation of motion trajectories by
explaining an action in terms of dynamic instants and intervals. With this method,
they discover instances of the same action performed by different people from
different views.

4.7.4

Hidden Markov Models
A Hidden Markov Model is a type of statistical model. A HMM consists of states and
a transition matrix. Each state is assigned to an output probability distribution
function, which gives the probability of observation that the state generates under
the condition that the system is in that state.
HMMs are mainly used in speech recognition and other systems that have a certain
grammar, with associated transition probabilities between possible states.
There are some similarities between temporal gestures and speech so that it is
suggested techniques in speech recognition such as Hidden Markov Models can be
applied to gesture recognition as well.
Pentland and Liu [36], for example, use HMM to model the state transitions among a
set of dynamic models. Bregler [8] takes the same approach. HMM has the capacity
for not only modelling the low‐level dynamics, but also the semantics in some
gestures. Stoll and Ohya [45] employ HMM to model semantically meaningful
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human movements, in which one HMM is learned for each motion class. The data
used for modelling the human motions is an approximate pose derived from an
image sequence.

4.8

Methods selected to be tested for use in the DeskEYE
There are many methods that can be found in literature that seem useful; all
functionality has promising candidates.
The methods that I think are useful to build a gesture recognition system with are:
•
•
•

Skin and geometry restrictions fusion to locate hands.
Pose recognition by combing classifiers that employ (specialised) template
matching and contour based matching.
Trajectory recognition by contour matching.

Motivation for choices:
Skin colour is fast and easily checked, it only needs one lookup per pixel. This is
probably the most efficient method to rule out pixels that are not interesting.
Geometry constraints can rule out certain groups of skin coloured pixels, so less
groups have to be checked for gesture recognition. Together these two methods
provide very fast means for finding hands shape like objects.
Lockton [12] claims his template matching method is fast and accurate. I at least
believe it is fast. I will look into the accuracy. The orientation of the hand has to be
found when using this method, image moments can be used to do this.
I also want to investigate contour matching algorithms and a neural network
approach, and see if they may be combined.
Trajectory recognition I also want to use a sort of contour matching. The trajectories
will form a sort of contour, so this is probably a good approach.
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5 Gesture Recognition System Design
5.1

Introduction
In this chapter I will describe how the gesture recognition sub‐system is designed
and is built, what the requirements are, what methods are used, how they perform
and how the resulting gesture recognition algorithm can be used in the
demonstrator.

5.1.1

Requirements
The gesture recognition system has requirements on several levels. Most of the
requirements come from the idea that the system should be easy to use. There are
also some requirements of the user; it is almost impossible to build a system that
works guaranteed with all of the human beings.
The user should:
•
•
•

have an intact hand, meaning he should not miss any fingers;
not wear thick rings;
not require any special training to be able to work with the system

The environment:
•
•

is the inside of an office;
have neutral, steady lighting; this means there is no brightly coloured light
shining in the scan area

It is clear that the system is meant for use within the office environment.
The system should:
•
•
•

have a high fault tolerance;
have a high recognition accuracy;
stay reactive

High accuracy means the gesture is almost all the time correctly recognised.
The system has to be reactive, so it should make decisions near real time. Real time
means that whatever task is to be done, it can be done within a guaranteed time
span. Real time in this case is required by the fact that as soon as the user makes a
gesture, it should be noted. A delay of maximal 0.1 seconds is allowed here. This is
within the expectation of users.
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Also important is that non‐gestures are ignored, so the user can not accidentally
make a scan.

5.1.2

Overview
In the next sections I will cover the main components for a gesture recognition
system. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.2

Image acquisition
The set of gestures
Hand localisation
Hand orientation
Pose recognition
Trajectory recognition

Set of gestures
There are two different types of gestures that can be identified, static and dynamic.
Static gestures are special poses of the hand, where no movement is involved.
Dynamic gestures consist of a series of static gestures, and have a movement
component.
Both gesture types contain information. The main use for static gestures is to issue
commands, for example, scan and print, scan to email, etc. The dynamic gestures can
be used to add information to the command, for example a user might indicate
where and what to scan. The two types can both benefit form location information;
the location where the gesture is made and the orientation of the hand can give cues
to the system as well.
The main question is which gestures are suitable for scanner commands. The
gestures have to meet the requirements mentioned before; most important is that the
gestures are not commonly used in non‐verbal communication. Equally important is
that the gestures that are chosen give good results in the recognition phase.
The physical set‐up of the system is automatically makes some restrictions to the
user. The camera is above the object, paper is mostly flat and this combination
provides some limits to the user’s space where gestures are being made. Because of
the implicit connection with the object that has to be scanned, the gesture will be
automatically made near or even above that object.
In the next sections I will describe the static and dynamic gestures that are to be
recognised in the first generation gesture recogniser. Later on, some gestures can be
left out, or combined in a class to increase the overall performance, because only a
small amount of gestures is required.
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5.2.1

Static Gestures
The set of static gestures, poses, that are used in the first recogniser are depicted in
the pictures in figure 16. I chose to make the set not larger than 10 to 12 gestures. The
final set of static gesture command will not need to be larger than 4 to 6, so there are
some extra gestures to choose from. More gestures are certainly possible, but simply
not necessary in this phase.
All the gestures have in common that they are made with the palm of the right hand
facing the table. The fingers are either fully stretched or fully bend. Using these
restrictions make the gestures are clearly distinguishable for people that make them,
as well as the recognition system.
The most gestures I chose have (for humans) clearly recognisable shapes, and are
easy to make.

(a)
(b)

(c)

(e)
(f)

(d)

(g)
(h)

(i)
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(j)

(k)

Figure 16: The different gestures that are used in the training set. These are the ones that are
used in the gesture recognition methods this chapter.
Most gestures (except a and b) are rarely made in non‐verbal communication,
because they require some extra muscle tension that is normally seldom used.

5.2.2

Dynamic Gestures
Dynamic gestures are gestures that are made over time. They can vary in pose,
location and orientation. Because of this great flexibility it is necessary to make either
a grand system that can handle them all, or make design choices that exclude some of
these variations.
In the final design there is only one dynamic gesture: selection box drawing. A box is
drawn by assuming the drawing pose (gesture b) and mowing the hand around,
drawing a virtual box.
I will elaborate on this in the subsection 4.7.

5.3

Image acquisition
To do any processing at all, there need to be images to do the processing on. The
images are retrieved from the camera, which is set to “streaming mode”. In this
mode the camera has the next specifications:
•
•
•

maximum transfer speed: 20 images per second;
image size: 320 by 240 pixels;
24 bit colour, 8 bit per channel, red, green and blue

The 24 bit colour is not to be taken too seriously, because the camera uses
compression to transfer the images to the computer. These images are the start of the
gesture recognition pipeline.
From now on, I will refer to an image as the matrix I:
I(x,y) denotes the intensity of the pixel at location (x,y) in the image, which is of size
X × Y. The notation (xi, yi) is used to indicate the location of a pixel in image I.
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5.4

Hand localisation
The first task that has to be performed on the incoming images, in order to be able to
recognise gestures, is to find the hand(s) in an image. This process is known as hand
localisation or hand detection. See also the related research, section 4.3.
For this application the main information will come from skin‐colour and geometry
constraints. Together they will give a good indication which pixels in the image
belong to a hand.
The reason why I chose to use skin colour based is that this type of detection is
relatively cheap, it only requires one lookup per pixel. This follows the requirement
of near real time recognition.
To be precise, this method is not really finding hands, it is only finding large moving
skin coloured objects. However, the chance that that large skin‐coloured moving
object is indeed a hand is quite large. In the current application it is therefore
assumed that the skin coloured objects are indeed hands, if they meet the geometry
constraints.

5.4.1

Method of skin colour detection
The method I use for skin detection is a Bayesian probability model. I use this
method because it provides accurate and quick results as shown in .
The basic idea behind the Bayesian chance model for skin colour detection is to
evaluate all pixels that are skin coloured and find their colour values. Then a set of
pixels that is not skin coloured is checked on colour. Combined these two classes
provide information to base a model on.
I construct two sets of pixels: one with skin coloured pixels, and one without skin
coloured pixel. The first set consists of images with hands and lower arms on a white
background. For all pixels that are not white logically follows that there are skin
coloured and can be added to the first set. The second set is also a set of pixels from
images, but these images do not contain skin tones.
Pixels are evaluated in the HSV colour space. As seen in the literature research, HSV
values are more useful for skin colour detection.
The hue (h) and saturation (s) value of each pixel are used to locate the bin the pixel
belongs to. A bin is essentially an accumulator that is increased each time a pixel
with specific h and s value occurs. If for example a pixel with (h,s) = (100,100)
appears, then bin (100,100) is increased by one.
Next I will elaborate on how the skin colour probability is modeled:
Let:
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s[h,s]

= The number of skin samples in bin (h,s)

n[h,s] = The number of non‐skin samples in bin (h,s)
Ts

= The total number of skin samples

Tn = The total number of non skin samples

P(hs | skin ) =
P(hs | ¬skin ) =

s[h, s ]
Ts
n[h, s ]
Tn

(4)

(5)

Equation 4 indicates what the probability is that a skin‐coloured pixel will have a
certain (h,s) value. Equation 5 does the same, but now for not skin‐coloured pixels.
Combining these priors using Bayes’ Rule:

P(skin | hs ) =

P(hs | skin )P(skin )
P(hs | skin )P(skin ) + P(hs | ¬skin )P(¬skin )

(6)

Where:

P(skin) =

Ts
Ts + Tn

P(¬skin ) = 1 − P(skin )

(7)

(8)

Using equation 6 on each pixel in an incoming image yields a greyscale image where
white means P(skin) = 1 and black represents pixels with P(skin)=0.
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Figure 17 Examples of skin colour detection Left the input images,
right the skin colour filtered images.3

5.4.2

Geometric constraints
Geometric constrains are simple rules. If these are applied to objects they rule out
certain shapes, sizes etc. These objects are pixels that belong together and are found
by using connected component labeling.
An object is a hand if is satisfies all the rules:
• minimum number of pixels in a hand object is 1000;
• the length is not greater than 3 times the width;
• the minimum width and length have to be 25 pixels,
These simple rules help reducing the number of possible hand objects in an image
can rule out certain shapes.

5.4.3

Fusion of methods
The final design uses skin colour combined with geometrical constraints. This filters
out a lot of “non‐sense hands”, for example if a large image with a lot of skin colour
is put in the scan zone.

5.4.4

Conclusion
The final design uses the fusion of skin colour and geometrical constraints. This is
fast and gives good results, as long as the underlying objects do not contain skin
colour.
Probably it is, at least in theory, better to do colour segmentation. There is extra
information in the V channel (from HSV) that is currently ignored. Using the extra

As the attentive reader might have spotted, the hand in the images look like left
hands! They are mirrored due operating‐system quirks. The image display has no
effect on the internal working of the system.
3
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information might help separating a Caucasian hand from an object in the scan zone
that has more African colour.
Unfortunately I did not have enough time to look deeper into colour segmentation.
The result of the localisation step is a binary image with white pixels that represent
the object that is the hand, and black pixels are the pixels that are not relevant.

5.5

Hand orientation
In the next section I describe how I find the hand orientation and centre of mass
(centroid). The necessity to find these values lies in two reasons. I use it to make wrist
segmentation easier, and to be able to make the hand image orientation invariant.
The angle between the major principal axis of the hand and the x‐axis of the image
space is called the hand orientation. The major principal axis is a line, so the hand axis
orientation is defined up to 180 degrees. To find the hand orientation we have to
eliminate that 180 degrees uncertainty.
To find the orientation of the major principal axis, I use image moments.

5.5.1

Image Moments
Image moments can be used to determine some properties of the located hand.
Image moments are comparable to the moments that are known in statistics.
The ijth moments of an image is defined by:
X

Y

mij = ∑∑ x i y j I ( x, y )

(9)

x =0 y = 0

Image moments provide useful information:
The 0th order moment is the area, which is used later to normalise other results:
X

Y

area = m00 = ∑∑ I ( x, y )

(10)

x =0 y =0

The 1st order moments give the centroid (center of mass):

⎛m m ⎞
centroid = ( xc , y c ) = ⎜⎜ 10 , 01 ⎟⎟
⎝ m00 m00 ⎠

(11)
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The 2nd order moments combined give the orientation of the major principal axis, up
to 180o

a=

m20
2
− xc
m00

(12)

b=2

m11
− xc y c
m00

(13)

m02
2
− yc
m00

(14)

c=

orientation = θ =

1
⎛ b ⎞
arctan⎜
⎟
2
⎝a −c⎠

(15)

The signs of b and a‐c combined indicate the quadrant of the angle, so the arctan
function can be used over the entire range (–π. π] range. But because of the ½, the
range is limited to (–½π. ½π]. This means the orientation can be found, but can be off
by 180 degrees.
The complete mathematical proof can be found in [20].

5.5.2

Making the hand image invariant to translation and orientation
The input image of the hand can be made translation invariant by translating the
image over –xc, –yc. Then the centroid will always be at (0,0)
Orientation invariantness can be achieved by rotating the image over an angle of –θ.
This can be seen as rotating the major principal axis around the centroid so that is lies
horizontally, as shown in figure 18.
These two steps can be combined to retrieve a new image (J) out of an old image (I)
by applying both the translation and rotation (denoted in matrix form):

(x , y ) = R(−θ ) ⋅ T (− x ,− y ) ⋅ (x , y )
j

j

c

c

i

i

(16)
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The pixels in image J with corresponding pixels in image I that fall outside the image
range are filled with black.

Figure 18: Hands with the major principal axis shown as blue line

5.5.3

Examples
Figure 19 shows examples of transforming images, making them translation and
rotation invariant. The scale is made invariant as well, although that is done by
another algorithm.
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Figure 19: Examples of making the hand translation, rotation (up to 180 degrees) invariant.
Left the original images, right the transformed ones.

5.5.4

Problems
The only problematic case is where the second‐order moments of hand are nearly the
same size. This occurs when there is no clear major principal axis, so there is no clear
orientation. In the case that a and c in the orientation equation make the divisor
nearly zero, yielding inaccurate results. In our specific application this problem will
almost never occur.

5.5.5

Conclusion
Experiments show that image moments provide a good means of making an image
rotation and translation invariant.

5.6

Wrist segmentation
People all wear different clothing; some have long sleeves, short sleeves or no sleeves
at all. If the clothes have long sleeves, only the hand can be seen using the skin coulor
filter. But if the clothes have short sleeves (or skin colour sleeves), the wrist and
lower arm will also be detected.
The removal of the lower arm pixels and wrist pixels leaves only hand pixels. This
reduces the complexity in the recognition algorithms, because only the hand is
considered.
The basic principle behind the removal of the wrist and lover arm, wrist segmentation
is to find the biggest enclosed circle in the image. This is, most of the times, the palm
of the hand (see Morris and Elshehry [23]). To find the biggest enclosed circle we first
find the point that has a maximum distance to the border of the hand‐image.

5.6.1

Distance Transform
To find the pixel with maximum distance to the border of the hand‐image, I apply a
distance transform. A distance transform works on a binary image. For each white
pixel the minimum distance to a black pixel is found. In the resulting image, the
minimum distances replace the pixels. The most commonly used distance measures
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are the Manhattan distance, the checkerboard distance and the Euclidean distance,
see also figure 20. To find the enclosed circle, the Euclidean distance must be used.

(a)

(b)

2

2

2

2
(c)

Figure 20: The different distance measures that can be used. The images show the pixel
distance from the center to the border pixels. (a) Manhattan distance. (b) Checkerboard
distance. (c) Euclidian distance.
Below are two examples of the distance transform. The maximum distance is always
in the palm of the hand. See figure 21. Note how small noise has a relatively big
effect on the distance transform.
It is necessary to reduce the impact of the noise. This is done as follows. Instead of
taking the pixels of the connected component, only the outer contour in considered.
This means all the black areas that are not connected to the outer black area are filled
up.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 21: The distance transform. On the left, the input images; on the right their respective
distance transforms. The brighter the pixels, the further the distance to the nearest black pixel
is. The bottom images show that a small hole can have a great impact on the result.
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The brightest pixel corresponds with the centre or the enclosed circle of the hand, the
distance to the nearest black pixel is the radius. The circle is called the palm‐circle, for
obvious reasons.

5.6.2

Wrist cutting
To actually separate the wrist and forearm from the hand, the next steps are applied.
After the palm circle is found, it is possible to separate the hand from the wrist.
Because we know the orientation of the hand, we can make a cut in the image, over
the line tangential to the palm‐circle, at angle θ, see figures 22 and 23. Or, in case the
image is already corrected, on the x‐axis.

Figure 22: Schematic view of the hand. The palm circle is red; the blue line depicts the major
principal axis. The black dashed line is perpendicular to the blue line.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23 Real examples. (a): Green line major axis, circle is the palm circle, with centre =
distance transform centre, red line = line perpendicular on major axis, tangential on circle. (b)
and (c): segmented hand, bounding box aligned with major axis, wrist segmented by distance
transform circle line.
As the line that separated the hand from the wrist is found, a bounding box can be
constructed. The orientation of the box will be aligned with the major principal axis.
The segmentation line gives one side of the box, and the three other sides give the
extremities of the hand pixels. See also figure 24.
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Figure 24: The bounding box of the hand. The blue line is the major principal axis; the black
dashed line is the wrist segmentation line. This line, combined with the red dashed lines gives
the bounding box of the hand.

5.6.3

Wrist Cutting II
This method to separate the wrist from the forearm is not robust at all. If the user has
bare forearms, or clothing that has skin‐tone, it might happen the biggest enclosed
circle is not the palm circle.
When the wrist‐cutting algorithm is applied, the result is geometrically analysed. As
can be seen in the images of the gestures, the hand‐area is never more than twice as
long as it is wide. But in general, when the forearm is not properly removed, the
resulting bounding box will be more than twice as long as it is wide. This is a good
indication that something went wrong. In fact, it is almost sure the palm circle was
not found, but forearm instead.
To overcome this problem I remove the pixels within the biggest enclosed circle, if
the length of the bounding box is more the 2.5 time as big as it is wide. Then the
wrist‐cutting algorithm is applied again.
This approach makes the forearm segmentation process far more robust. The
downside is that there is more processing power needed when this step has to be
taken.

5.6.4

Problems
The main disadvantage of the distance transform is that is very sensitive to noise.
There is way to overcome this problem. The contour of the hand is considered, and it
is filled entirely. All small holes are closed and small noise, which caused the
distance transform method to fail, does no longer affect the process.
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5.6.5

Conclusion
It is feasible to separate the wrist from the hand. By pre‐processing the image so that
only the hand remains, the problem of the differences between long sleeves and short
sleeves is solved.
Now there is a binary image containing only the hand. This image is used to do
recognition on.

5.7

Pose recognition
The goal of this part of the system is to recognise the gestures that are defined above,
in a still image. Later on, the recognition results and matching scores may be
combined, over time, and can together tell something about a gesture that is made
over a series of incoming images.
The approach I have taken is based on learning. Training and test set are provided,
and features are extracted from that data. During the training phase the system will
keep track of the feature vectors of the input images. A cost function indicates how
“expensive” it is to go from one feature vector to the other. For example, a cost
function can be the dot product of two vectors, a kind of distance measure.
When a test image arrives, the cost function is evaluated for each learned class. The
input image will be classified as the class that has the lowest cost, in our example the
class that has the closest feature vector.
There are a few methods I want to test, to see which performs the best on the given
test and training data. The methods are:
•
•
•
•

Template Matching
Eigenhands Matching
Contour Matching, CDP and CAP
Feed Forward Neural Network

What they are, and how they work is explained in the next sections. I implemented
all these methods to be able to test which works best.

5.7.1

Template matching
Template matching is the most basic way to find correspondences between images. It
is based on the absolute difference between images. The images that are used are
binary images, where hand pixels are white, and the rest is black.
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5.7.1.1

Training Stage

During the training stage, images are accumulated for all the gestures. Let Ng denote
the total number of frames in which gesture g appears. Let matrix Ig be the sum of all
images of gesture g.
At the start of the training: ∀g : I g = 0 Then when a frame arrives with gesture g in
it:

I g (t + 1) = I g (t ) +I (t )
∀h ∈ G \ {g} : I h (t + 1) = I h (t )

(17)

After all training frames are processed, the mean images I g are calculated

Ig =

5.7.1.2

1
Ig
Ng

(18)

Matching

The matching score is calculated as follows:

score g =

1
XY

⎞
⎛
⎜ XY − ∑∑ I ( x, y ) − I g ( x, y ) ⎟
⎟
⎜
x
y
⎠
⎝

(19)

This returns a number between 0 and 1, where 1 is a full match and 0 is no match at
all. The winning gesture g is the gesture with the maximum score:

winner = arg max g∈G (score g )

5.7.2

(20)

“Eigenhands” Matching
The word Eigenhands method is borrowed form the standard face recognition
method “Eigenface” matching. Eigenfaces are a set of ʺstandardized face
ingredientsʺ, derived by the Principal Component Analysis of many pictures of faces.
Any human face can be considered to be a combination of these standard faces. One
personʹs face might be made up of 10% from face 1, 24% from face 2 and so on.
An advantage over the template matching method is that not all N templates have to
be considered when matching. The search space can be reduced by not evaluating
each Eigenface. The explanation for this is the following: After all Eigenfaces are
build up, they can be sorted on their Eigenvalue, which indicates how much variance
in face that specific Eigenface covers. The more variance it can cover, the more
information in captured in that Eigenface. If a face was to be rebuilt form Eigenface,
for example the first 50% of the Eigenface make up for 95% of the face. So if you
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would like to match a face, it can be done for 95% by only evaluation the first 50% of
the Eigenfaces. An extra bonus is that variations, mostly due to noise, are in the last
5% of the face that is not reconstructed. This way, noise can be reduced as well.
If a hand has to be recognised, it can be compared to all the Eigenhands to see how
much it resembles each. This results in a feature vector consisting of weights that
represent the resemblance factors with each Eigenhand. The Euclidean distance
between feature vectors can then be used to find the closest trained vector, and thus
the best fitting class.
How to construct the analogous Eigenspace can be found in detail in [35].

5.7.3

Method of Contour matching
There are many ways to do matching based on contours and edges. Most of them
depend on orientation. It is possible to find the orientation and compensate for it, but
it is easier to look at methods that are rotational invariant themselves. Some methods
depend on explicit feature extraction. I chose to examine two methods that do not
rely on specific knowledge on beforehand. The methods are the Cumulative Angle‐
Perimeter and the Centroid Distance‐Perimeter method. In the next section I go into
more detail about how they exactly work.

5.7.3.1

Cumulative Angle – Perimeter (CAP)

The first contour‐based method is the Cumulative Angel method. It is based on the
cumulative angle, which is set against the distance along the perimeter. The
perimeter is sampled with a fixed window; from the starting point the perimeter is
followed for a certain number of points. The perimeter measurement starts where the
major principal axis intersects with the wrist line, and is scaled from 0 to 1 and
followed in counter clockwise fashion.
The cumulative angle is the sum of all angles that are encountered between two
consecutive sample points.
The perimeter and cumulative angle is calculated as:

Pi = Pi − w +

(y

− y i − w ) + (xi − xi − w )
2

i

Θ i = arctan

yi − yi −w
xi − x i − w

Θ compensated = Θ i + offset i

2

(21)

(22)

(23)
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Because the inverse tangent is only defined at the interval (–π, π] it is necessary to
compensate for discontinuities. This is done by adding or subtracting 2π from
offset i to compensate. The offset is calculated as:

⎧offset i −1
⎪
offset i = ⎨offset i −1
⎪offset
i −1
⎩

+ 2π

, Θ i − Θ i −1 > factor ⋅ 2π

− 2π

, Θ i − Θ i −1 < factor ⋅ 2π
otherwise

(24)

A good value for factor is 0.95.
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Figure 25: An example of two cumulative angle – perimeter diagrams. The perimeter
measurement starts where the major prinicipal axis intersects with the wrist line, and is
scaled from 0 to 1 and followed in counter clockwise fashion.
The sampled CAD diagrams as shown in figure 25 are the feature vectors of the
gesture.

5.7.3.2

Centroid Distance – Perimeter (CDP)

The perimeter and centroid distance is calculated as:

Pi = Pi − w +
Di =

(y
(y

− y i − w ) + (xi − xi − w )
2

i

− y c ) + (xi − xc )
2

i

2

2

(25)

(26)
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Examples:

Normalized Centroid distance
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Figure 26: An example of two centroid distance – perimeter diagrams.

The normalization of the distance was done by scaling it:

Dnorm _ i =

Di
Dmax

(27)

During the training, the results of the CAP and the CDP transform are sampled into
bins. If more values lie within the boundary of the bin, the average is taken. Using
the average also reduces the noise influence and reduces sharp features, so a little
variation within a gesture will not change the resulting sample.

5.7.3.3

Matching

The process of finding out to which class a gesture from the input stream belongs, is
called matching. After the feature vector is extracted from the input, it is compared to
all the known training data feature vectors, per gesture. To compare a trained vector
with the incoming vector, I use the cross correlation:

( x ∗ y )(n) =

∑ x( k + n) y ( k )
∑ x ( k + n) ⋅ ∑ y ( k )
2

x

2

(28)

The feature vector of the incoming gesture
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y
n

The average feature vector that is retrieved from the training set.
The shift of the signals

To speed up the process the cross‐correlation is calculated for values of n within the
interval [‐0.1...0.1], with discreet steps of 0.05.
For each n the cross correlation returns a value. The argument n that maximises that
output value is the optimal shift of the signal. For each trained gesture the cross
correlation between the trained vector and the incoming vector is calculated. The
gesture that returns the maximum result is the gesture that is most likely to be in the
image.

score( g ) = ⎛⎜ max (x ∗ learned g )(n )⎞⎟
⎠
⎝ n∈[ −0.1..0.1]

(29)

best match = arg max g∈G (score( g ))

(30)

To be able to better distinguish between gestures, each CDP vector is decreased by
the mean of that vector before applying the cross correlation. This is also done for the
training set.

Dnorm _ i = Di − D

(31)

Figure 27 illustrates the matching process graphically.
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Figure 27: On the left are the input images. The middle column depicts the skin‐colour‐
extracted parts. In the right column the matching score for each trained gesture is given. The
bigger the bar, the higher the score is, the more probable that a gesture is the same as the
trained one.

5.7.4

Method of Neural Networks
Neural networks are universal approximators, and they work best if the system you
are using them to model has a high tolerance to error. They work very well for:
•
•
•
•

capturing associations or discovering regularities within a set of patterns
where the volume, number of variables or diversity of the data is very great
the relationships between variables are vaguely understood
the relationships are difficult to describe adequately with conventional
approaches

The first and fourth points apply very well to the pose‐classifying problem.
I only use the feed forward type of network. This is the most basic type of neural
network and should be useful for this classifying problem.
I chose MatLab and the Neural Network Toolkit to build, train and simulate the
networks. The toolkit is complete and easy to use, and is very suitable for building a
network prototype. Later, the network could be implemented in C++ to integrate into
the software system.

5.7.4.1

Features

The data I use to train the neural network is basic geometry information. This is also
used in several other gesture recognition systems, like the one in Yang [39]. For
neural networks to work optimal, it is necessary to normalise the input data.
In this application, I use the bounding box area for normalisation. The value I use for
the bounding box area is the same the bounding box found in the wrist segmentation
process.
Feature

Defined as:
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Rectangularity
Perimeter
Convex
perimeter
Convexity
Defect count
Compactness
Elongation

# pixels
boundig box area
# perimeter pixels
boundig box area
# convex perimeter pixels
boundig box area
# convex perimeter
perimeter
# convexity defects
# pixels
4π
perimeter 2
bounding box width
bounding box lenght

Table 3: The features that are used to train the neural networks
Convexity defects are the local maximum distances from the boundary to the convex
boundary. See also figure 28. Convexity defects are only taken into consideration if
their depth is greater than 10% of the longest bounding box edge.

Figure 28: Illustration of convexity defects in a hand boundary
5.7.4.2

Network Layouts

Because of the relative short time and long training periods, I tried only several
network layouts, all feed forward. Feed forward networks can do a good job at
recognition processes [33]. The number of output neurons is equal to the number of
gestures that have to be recognized.
Three different networks:
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Number of neurons in each layer
Hidden Layer 1
Hidden Layer 2
5
5
11
11
11

Input
7
7
7

Output
11
11
11

Table 4: Neural network layouts
5.7.4.3

Training and Testing

The parameters for the training‐runs are taken from previous work, they give good
overall results.
Parameter
Learning Method
Epochs
Goal error
Momentum
Learn rate
Transfer function

Value
TRAINLM
250
0.01
0.80
0.10
“Tansig”

4

Table 5: Parameters for training runs
The training data is generated from the training movies I also used in the other
classifier learning methods. These are stored in a text file and imported into MatLab.
The number of input samples typically was between 4000 and 6000. This caused each
training run to take a long time, making it hard to experiment with all kind of
different settings.

Figure 29: Example of a training run. On the vertical axis set out is the error, on the
horizontal axis the epochs.
All the training runs failed to achieve the goal error. This indicates the features do
not have enough discriminative power.

4

This is a Matlab training method that uses Levenberg‐Marquardt optimisation
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Network
7x5x5x11
7x11x11
7x11x11x11

% correctly classified
39
45
61

Table 6: Typical test results (overall accuracy)
The results of the networks are given in table 6.

5.7.5

Comparison of methods
In this section I cover how I make an objective comparison of all the methods. First
the strategy I chose for training and testing will be handled. Then I will explain
something about accuracy and which method I use to get an accuracy assessment.
Finally the results will be given and interpreted.

5.7.5.1

Training and Test Strategy

To train all the classifiers I use a random 60% of the movies to test I use 40%. Because
there are only a relatively small number of persons in the total movie set, the test
results are very dependent on the persons in the test movies. If one person makes
gestures that are significantly different from the others, the score of the classifier is
not very reliable. By conducting more tests this can be improved. The results of the
tests that are given are therefore the average of a series of runs.

5.7.5.2

Accuracy Assessment

If we want to compare classifying systems, it is necessary to make a good assessment
on their accuracy. To be objective, numerical measures are needed to indicate the
fitness of a classifier. To see what is to be measured, some typical questions are
asked:
•
•
•

What kind of information is confused?
How often do errors occur?
How bad are the errors? E.g., confusing two gestures that are somewhat the
same.

First we need to structure the results of the test sessions. To summarise those results,
I use the confusion matrix. Secondly we can find characteristics when examining that
matrix. These characteristics then can give us answers to the questions stated before.
The confusion matrix is defined as follows:
Let Nij be the number of gestures in the test‐set, of size M, which are really of type j
but are classified as being of type i. The square matrix containing { Nij } is called the
confusion matrix (C) and is usually represented as shown:
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true class, j
⎛ N 11 N 12 L N 1 j ⎞
⎜
⎟
N
N
⎜
⎟
=
C
22
assigned class, i ⎜ 21
⎟
O
⎜ M
⎟
⎜N
⎟
N
ij ⎠
⎝ i1
Figure 30: The confusion matrix
It can easily be seen that the diagonal elements of this matrix are the correctly
classified gesture‐images of each type.
The first characteristic we can derive is the overall accuracy. The overall accuracy can
be calculated by adding those elements, and dividing them by the total number of
elements.

overal accuracy =

1
M

∑N
i∈C

(32)

ii

The overall accuracy can be interpreted as an overall fit of the classification; it is a
good indication of the total performance of the classifier.
In general, the classifier does not display the same accuracy for all classes. To
measure the performance on each class, two types of misclassification have to be
considered. The first is the omission error. An error of omission is made if a gesture‐
image belongs to class j but is not classified as such. The second one is the commission
error. An error of commission is made if a gesture‐image is classified of class i, but
does not belong to it.

omission error in class j = 1 −

N jj
∑ Nij

(33)

i

commission error in class i = 1 −

N ii
∑ Nij

(34)

j

To measure the performance of a classifier against a random classifier, the kappa
coefficient analysis is used. The kappa coefficient reflects the difference between
actual agreement and the agreement expected by chance. Kappa of 0.85 means there
is 85% better classification than by chance alone. It is calculated as follows:

κ=

observed _ accuracy − chance _ agreement
1 − chance _ agreement

(35)

This kappa can be estimated by applying the next formula:
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κˆ =

M ∑ N ii − ∑ N i + ⋅ N +i
i

i

M 2 − ∑ N i + ⋅ N +i

(36)

i

N i + = ∑ N ij ,
j

N +i = ∑ N ji
j

Now we have some measurements to apply on our classifiers‐output on the test sets.

5.7.5.3

Results

Here I will describe a summary of the results of the test runs. In Appendix 0 there is
a more detailed report on the test results, and chosen parameters.
Method
Template Matching
Eigenhand Matching
CAP
CDP
Neural Network

Overall Accuracy
57 %
65 %
62 %
77 %
61 %

κˆ

0.54
0.61
0.59
0.75
0.57

Table 7: The results of the accuracy assessment
The omission and commission errors are used to find out which gestures are most
useful to use in the gesture set to command the demonstrator with

5.7.6

Conclusion
Centroid Distance – Perimeter yields highest results. The most plausible explanation
is that the CDP has some extra robustness with respect to the spread of the fingers.
When fingers are spread more, or less, the distance to the centroid does not change
significantly.
The main problem in this pose recognition problem is the articulate nature of the
hand. Standard object recognition methods that work well for rigid objects, do not
work too well on hands.
The method that is best coping with this problem is the Centroid Distance –
Perimeter method. It is efficient, both fast and fairly accurate.

5.7.7

Classifier score on other database
I also compared the CDP classifier on a different set of gestures [taken form
lockton04]. This set contains 46 gestures from the ASL, and 4641 example images.
These images already are in black and white, the orientation is always the same (zero
degrees), and the hand size is the same. The results are good, up to 98.9 percent
recognition accuracy, with a k score of 99%.
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This result is quite high. There are some factors that make the recognition process
easier on this test set. First of all, I believe all the images come from the hand do of
the same person. This reduces the number of errors that are induced by the variation
of hands, the length and thickness of fingers, and on how accurately a sign is formed.
Secondly, the pre‐processing of the image data is better. The images that are feed into
the classifier as training data is less noisy than the methods I use. This is no big
surprise, because they do wrist segmentation by a wristband, so their accuracy on
that part of the process lies higher.
Nonetheless, I think this comparison also proves the CDP classifier is capable enough
for classifying hand gestures.

5.8

Trajectory recognition
The trajectory recognition is not excitingly new, but it is easy and works quite well. It
just recognises a box being drawn in the scan zone.

5.8.1

Making a trajectory
The trajectory is started as soon as the user assumes the selection pose. This is a pose
with only the index finger stretched, as if indicating a spot. Then the user draws a
box by moving around this hand following the path of a rectangular shape. Once the
rectangle has been made, a command gesture is made and action is taken.

5.8.2

Selection drawing
The selection spot is exactly at the tip of the index finger, and is easily found by
taking the location of the contour with the highest centroid distance. This is only
done when the pose is classified as being the “selection drawing gesture”.
The locations where the tip of the fingers has been are stored. They are kept being
stored as long as a selection gesture is being made. Once the hand leaves the area
than can be seen by the camera, this storage is emptied. It is emptied too if the
current gesture is no longer the selection gesture.
Of course, sometimes the system can make a mistake during the classification. This
could mean the gesture is not recognised as the selection gesture and the current
storage of points is emptied. To counter this effect, some fault tolerance is build in by
analysing the history of the last few gestures that are made and only emptying the
storage when there was no successfully recognised selection drawing gesture found
in the entire history.
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5.8.3

Fitting a rectangle and selection pruning
When the user is done drawing a selection box, a rectangle is fitted onto the points
the user selected. This is easily done by taking the bounding box of the points that
are stored. However, this method has some drawbacks.
What very often happens is that the user starts drawing a box, but when moving to
the starting point, he already is making the drawing gesture. This is why I start
pruning the selection by removing all points from the start of the storage. This
process is stopped as soon as a point is found that is close to the last point. Although
this is a very basic method, it performs remarkably well.
Another drawback is that it does not really fit the best rectangle in it. This is actually
quite a hard problem, and is not the main focus of my research. So I leave this to the
mathematicians among us.

5.9

Discussion

5.9.1

Comparison to other hand recognising systems
There are several other gesture recognition systems in development. During
literature studies, I found several systems that are somewhat related to what I do.
I only want to cover the non‐intrusive versions, so systems requiring a glove or other
extras are dismissed. One exception is made, the system made by Lockton [12]. Is has
free gesture recognition, but requires a wristband.
A prototype for remote control of home electronics, such as TV and CD‐player, is
developed by Lenman, Bretzner and Eiderbäck [18]. They use Pie‐ and marking
menus are used to create the gesture command set. Their initial user tests pointed to
problems of fatigue and difficulties with using free gestures for marking menus.
They require the hand to be in the air for a longer period. This is not the case in this
research.

5.9.1.1

Rotation invariantness

My system is rotation invariant (currently up to 180 degrees only, but future versions
will be fully rotational invariant.) The application domain requires that it is rotation
invariant, because you want to be able to scan in whichever direction you want to.
By incorporating this invariantness to rotation, however, gestures where rotation
information means something (for example point left, point right) can not be used.
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5.9.1.2

Recognition Score

The recognition rate on single frames seems low in my test set‐up, especially when
compared to other systems that claim to reach as high as 99% recognition. Such high
rates are indeed very impressive, but a side note has to be made. During the
development of the DeskEYE recognition system, I always tried to make it as easily
usable as possible for anyone. This means that there should be no special training for
users. My test movies contain a lot of different people making gestures, so there is
much variance among the gestures itself. Because the training system uses these
gestures, the learned gestures will be somewhat average and will have a larger
variance than compared to training for one user specifically. This is done to make the
system “ready for use” immediately, lowering times of getting started with it.
Alternatively, the system could be made adaptable; once a user starts using it his or
her successfully recognised gestures could be used to update the internal knowledge
of the classifier. However, when a user is making very sloppy gestures this could
also cause the system to be less discriminative; and thus lowering the recognition
rate as well. This is an interesting topic to look further at, for I see chances of
improvement here.
5.9.1.3

Gesture set

The gesture set I chose is quite simple. It only contains 11 gestures. The gestures I
chose are easily made by most persons and do not require any really special
positioning of fingers. Some other systems use sign language. Sign language is not an
option, because people should not have to learn very special signs, it should be
gestures that they are already capable of making easily and remembering easily.
5.9.1.4

Particular recognition method (CDP)

Based on the gesture set, the CDP is the most robust recognition method I found.
This is explained easily. Each user has a different hand than the other. Each user
makes the gestures slightly different from the other. The CDP classifier is robust
against the spreading of the fingers, as long as they are not completely against each
other. It is robust against differently sized fingers or hands. It is robust against
fingers that are not perfectly straight, but bend inwards or outwards.

5.9.1.5

Processing speed

The processing speed of the entire system is about 12 frames per second, using 50%
of the available processing power. This equals that it takes about 0.08 seconds to
process a frame and react on it. This is within the required reaction time.
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5.10

Conclusion
It is possible to build a gesture recognition system to identify at least 11 gestures at
“real time”.
The skin extraction works well for almost all situations, except of course when the
background is skin‐coloured. This is a hard computer vision problem and for now I
don’t have quick solution.
The CDP classifier is of high enough quality to ensure proper recognition.
The combination of an easy to learn gesture set and the robust classifier makes this
system very applicable for the recognition of scan‐wishes in the DeskEYE
demonstrator.
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6 Framework Design
6.1

Introduction
This section describes the software framework that is made. A framework basically is
a piece of software that contains basic functionality and structure, which can be
easily used and expanded with other modules for extra functionality.
The framework is designed and built to make the application in, but also in a way
that it can be used in the future for other (ambient intelligence) purposes.
Functionally, the framework looks like figure 31:
System
makes Scan

Scan
data

Scan command

Detect User
Gesture

Location
information

Automatic
Preprocessing
Scan
data

Calculate
Region of
Interest

ROI

Cropping
Scan
data

Action command
Determine
PostProcessing
steps

Processing
steps

Post-processing

Processed
Data
Delivery to User

Figure 31: The steps taken by the system in a scan process. The blocks represent activities; the
arrows depict data that is transferred from activity to activity.
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The input of the system is further visualised in figure 32. All the rectangles represent
modules in the software implementation.

Streaming
Camera

Button
Input

Training
Gestures

Other Input
Methods

Load Gestures

Send Frames

Gesture
Recogniser

Send Event
Send Event

Event-Action
Mapping

Load Event Mapping

Input
Listener

Send Event

Actions

Photo
Camera

Request Photo
Zoom

Control

Send Photos
to Selected
ActionHandler

Send Photo

Scan
PreProcessor

Preprocessed Scan

Figure 32: The input side of the framework. Based on a gestures a scan might be taken, using
the photocamera. It will be preprocessed and send to an ActionHandler.

6.2

Sensors
There are two main sensors in this system, the photo camera and the streaming
camera. There are both controlled by software modules, the StreamingCamera and
the PhotoCamera.
The first is assumed to be able to take high quality still images, and be able to zoom.
The second is responsible for collecting low‐resolution images, at video‐speed, 25
frames per second.
In the current implementation, both cameras are embodied in the same super class:
PowerShotCamera. But technically it is no problem to separate them and use for
example a web cam and a specialised Digital Single Lens Reflex camera.
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6.2.1

Photo Camera
The photo camera module is responsible for taking high quality pictures. It also has
to be able to use the zoom function to make more detailed recordings. Basically it is a
wrapper around the photo camera controlling software.

6.2.2

Streaming Camera
The responsibility of the streaming camera module is to deliver images, fast. The
images are small, and can be processed. Basically it is a wrapper around the
streaming camera controlling software.

6.3
6.3.1

User Input
Gesture Recogniser
The Gesture Recogniser is part of the system that does the actual gesture recognition.
It takes frames from the streaming camera and does processing on them. Internally,
the gesture recognition system has a classifier that is able to tell which gesture was
made in an image. Combining information over time and the geometry can either
result in recognition or non‐recognition.

6.3.2

Button Input
Next to the gesture recognition system there is also then button input system. This is
still included for historical reasons. Button input consists of entering information
through the keyboard. Main use was during the test phase, to turn on and off
functionality. The only thing that is done through the keyboard in the current
demonstrator is the start of the calibration.

6.4
6.4.1

Control
Input Listener
The Input Event Handler is the main message queue of the system. All input event
generators may send their events to this handler. Based on the information contained
in the events it will for example send the camera an action to zoom, make a photo, do
something on all the stored photos etc., etc. Al these actions can be coupled to evens
using an event – action mapping that can be loaded. Currently, this is not supported.
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6.5
6.5.1

Scan Pre‐processing
Pre‐processing
The pre‐processing step tries to remove all external factors that reduce the image
quality; such as lighting effect, shadows and barrel distortion. The pre‐processing
step is done on the entire image and is done always to guarantee good image quality.

6.5.2

Cropping
After the pre‐processing took place, it is time to actually take the section the user is
interested in. The image is cropped to this selection.

6.6

Scan Action Handling
After a scan is made and pre‐processed, it is stored until it is clear what the user
wants with is. Most of the times, this is known as well and the intention of the user is
translated into an action that is handled by the system. First it can be post processed
depending on the delivery method the user selected and contents of the image.
The Scan Action Handling interfaces with other software already developed by Océ.
This software is capable of image segmentation, rotation detection, OCR, PDF
generation and many more document analysis and processing functionality.

6.6.1

Scan post‐processing
After the image is cropped the image can be post‐processed. The steps that will be
taken are dependent on the selected action. For example, if an image is to be printed
on a black and white printer, we need to make sure it is properly half‐toned to assure
good prints. If the user indicated that he wants to have the text extracted by OCR, it
should be prepared for OCR‐ing.

6.6.2

Scan Interpreting
The scan is interpret, this means the actual contents of the scan are used to do
something with it. Mostly this will be simple text/image classification, where text can
be processed in a different way than images will be.

6.6.3

Scan Delivery
After all the necessary steps are taken, the final step is to store the result somewhere.
This can be either the network drive, an e‐mail to the user, or a print job that is
generated.
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6.7

Gesture Trainer
The gestures recognition system uses a training data file. This data file is the result of
a training session. This training is done in a separate application.
The training consists of loading movies of gestures as well as files that describes
which gestures are made in which frames of the movies. By feeding this information
to it, it will in the end generate a XML file containing the feature vectors of the CDP
classifier that is used in the system.
The method of training is described in chapter 5.
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7 Application: Gesture Driven Smart Scanning
7.1

Introduction
The application is a result of selecting the Scenario: “Intelligent Scan”. The only thing
that is not implemented is the use of the information that is retrieved from the text
extraction. The application is made to be able to do usability testing, to see if the
gesture interface is beneficial to the scanning system.

7.2

Features
The application that is build will contain the next functionality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

selection scanning
direct scanning
session scanning
image segmentation
text OCR‐ring
PDF generation
Delivery by e‐mail, network or direct printing

The user settings and system settings are stored locally in a XML file, so it’s easy to
adjust the user‐preferred printer, the network drive, etc. etc.

7.3

User Interface
See Appendix 12.2 for the user instruction sheet that shortly describes the steps users
have to take to do certain actions.
The two main modes of interaction are the selection scanning and the direct
scanning. The reason behind this is that users mostly want to scan either an entire
A4, but sometimes only a small piece of it, for example some notes that are made on
the corner of a document.
Selection scanning requires the user to draw a rectangular area and then make an
action command gesture. This is the most natural way to indicate what people want
to have scanned. If someone would ask another to scan a piece, he would probably
do the same.
Direct scanning only requires an action command gesture, the area is automatically
extracted form the centroid of the hand. The usefulness shows in its fast way of
scanning an A4 document.
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There is also a third mode of scanning, session scanning. A scan is made in a similar
way as in direct or selection scanning, but instead of an action command, the session
command is made. If no session existed, one is made. The current scan is then added
to the session.
The session can be ended by making a action command. This results in the
processing of all the scans in the session, and the delivery of these scans as one file,
one print job, or one e‐mail.

7.3.1

Gesture – Action binding
A main point of focus during the development of this specific application was to
make the system as robust as possible, with respect to the gesture recognition. The
gesture recognition has to work for nearly all people without any user‐specific
training. Unfortunately, gestures are still sometimes recognised falsely. Most of the
times this happen with gestures that look a lot like other gestures, for example
stretching the thumb, index, middle and ring finger or the index, middle, ring and
pink.
To overcome this problem multiple gestures can be bound to the same action, and
that is what is done in this application.
Action
Draw selection

Gesture(s)

Print

Email

Network
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Add to session

Table 8: The gestures that are bound to actions

7.4

Examples
In the next section there are two examples, one of selection scanning and one of
direct scanning. It is shown which steps are taken in the process of making a scan.

7.4.1

Selection Scanning
The next images depict a storyboard of a selection scan that is made.
A document is put inside the
demonstrator scan zone. It is
not really aligned with the scan
zone borders, but this is not
necessary.

A selection box is being drawn
around a piece of text
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After
the
selection
is
completed, the user indicates
he wants to have the scan send
his email. The blue box
indicated the are that is going
to be scanned

The camera has zoomed in, and
the red box is the equivalent of
the blue box that was show
when not zoomed at all.

The image that is made by the
camera (and scaled down for
technical reasons)

Note the colour is different
from the preview‐mode that
was shown in the pictures
above
The pre‐processed and cropped
image. Note the contrast is
better and the colour is more
even.
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The post processed image. It is
made greyscale (8 bit), and is
rotated so the text is exactly
horizontal.

Deze operatie vindt plaats met vectoroperaties waardoor een
hoge sneiheid wordt gehaald. Vervolgens worden bet Rood
en Blauw kanaal berekend ann de hand hiervan door de
oude waarde te vermenigvuldigen met de ratio van het nieuw
en oude groenkanaal:
rood(i) = rood(i) * groen(i)
groen... oud(i)
blauw(i) = blauw(i) * groen(i)
groen oud(i)
en

The extracted text. Note that
the OCR engine is using the
English dictionary, so the
results may be improved by
switching
to
Dutch
automatically. The words in
bold are recognised incorrectly.

De theorie hierachter is dat het groenkanaal van een RGB
waarde de lichtheid het best benadert zonder dat een
omrekening naar een YUV of LAB ruimte nodig is. De
verondPrin2 in lichtheid is dus een goede benadering om de
nieuwe RGB pixels te bere

7.4.2

Direct Scanning
Direct scanning follows the same route as selection scanning, with one difference:
there is no selection box draw, but the selection is made automatically around the
centroid of the gesture that is made.
The
selection
is
made
automatically
around
the
centroid of the gesture that is
made. The rest of the
processing steps are identical to
selection scanning.

de onderwaarde(zwart) en bovenwaarde (wit) voor afle
pixelwaarden kunnen zijn. Verschillend Het grate voardeel
van deze methade is dat thearetisch bij een nicuwe
opname van een wit A4 vel, deze na de witijking averal
angeveer dezelfde helderheid zal hebben.donkere vlekken
veroarzaakt daor schaduw of Iichte vlekken daar vaste
lichtbrannen
(bijvaorbeeld TI-buis) zullen flu verdwenen zijn omdat deze
voor de calibratieopname en vaar de echte opname gel uk
zijn. Het nadeel is dat deze operatic enige tijd kost omdat
afle pixels van cen plaatje maeten warden afgelopen en
omdat er per sessie altijd eerst twee calibratieplaatjes zullen
macten warden opgenamen.
7.2.2 Implementatie in Matlab

The extracted text. Note that
the OCR engine is using the
English dictionary, so the
results may be improved by
switching
to
Dutch
automatically

As

can

be

seen

this

text
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In Bijiage I staat bet script bw_func.m'. De implementatie is
op zich eenvoudig. Er wordt een nicuwe waarde voor het
Groen kanaal van elke pixel berekend met behuip van de
volgende formule: oud(i) -blackref) whiteref –blackref
white(i) -black(i) groen(i) = blackref + (groen
Deze operatie vindt pisats met vectoroperaties waardoor een
hoge sneiheid wordt gehaald. Vervolgens worden bet Rood
en Blauw kanaal berekend aan de hand hiervan door de oude
waarde te vermenigvuldigen met de ratio van bet nieuw en
oude groenkanaal:
rood(i) = rood(i) * groen(i)
groen..oud(i)
blauw(i) = blauw(i) * groen(i)
-, groenoud(i)
De theorie hierachter is dat bet graenkanaal van een ROB
w'aarde de lichtheid bet best benadert zonder dat een
omrekening naar een YUV of LAB ruimte nodig is. De
verandering in Iichtheid is dus een goede benadering om de
nieuwe ROB pixels te berekenen.
Hierdoor zullen globaal alle Iichze en donkem vlekken
verdwijnen en lokaal alle donkere plaatsen donkerder
warden en alle lichte plaatsen Iichter.
7.2.3 Resultaten
De i~suItaten laten zien dat het plaatje veel licbter wordt.
De tekat wordt juist iets
donkerder dus voor zwart/wit documenten is dit perfect,
zoals op ondersaande
plasties te zien is:

extraction was worse than
when using direct scanning.
This can be explained by the
zoom factor. The zoom factor
in the direct A4 scanning mode
is smaller, so the resulting
resolution is lower.

Also, the text segmentation
algorithm made a “mistake”. A
picture of an A4 with text was
recognised as text. This is
logical, but it causes some
unreadable spaghetti text.

,ihr I
___
iV~ ~AI W Jri `~~l `fi I
```i'jti `liii! if ij I'
Ii* ;`
I Ilijiji I ii iji!
~
ii~
I
I Iii ~I1j'
dl'~
II
III.
ii iIf*ii
!~i jII~fIII~f liii ~I
Faguur 23: Het origineeL(links) en een egalerplaarje

7.4.3

Sessions
Instead of making a gesture command to sends the scan to some output device, the
scans can be stacked in a session. If a session exists, it can be processed by making a
direct scan gesture.
This is not depicted as the steps are basically the same as selection scanning or direct
scanning.
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7.5

Performance
These performance numbers show how long it took on average to do the steps
shown in examples.
Step
Zooming and taking a picture
Transferring the picture
Zooming out
Pre-processing
Post-processing
Send Email

Cumulative Time
(min:sec)
10
18
26
32
51
55

Time
(sec)
10
8
8
6
21
4

Table 9: The time table of selection scanning

Step
Zooming and taking a picture
Transferring the picture
Zooming out
Pre-processing
Post-processing
Send Email

Cumulative Time
(min:sec)
9
18
26
33
1:18
1:26

Time
(sec)
9
9
8
7
45
8

Table 10: The time table of direct A4 scanning

As can be seen for these tables, the times to process an entire page are significantly
higher. This is logical, because the A4 scan is larger, so there are more pixels to
process.

7.6

Problems
During these short tests the next problem appeared:
•
•
•

7.7

Not too good OCR results
Long time before the result is known
Responsiveness lower after scan is made

Discussion
It is shown the application can be built, and it is shown how it is built. The relation
between gestures and action is defined and can be tested. The interface works fairly
well. The long processing time and lower responsiveness can be solved by getting
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better hardware that has more processing power. Looking into the algorithms and
try to optimise them might also partly help solving these problems.
The not too good OCR results may be solved by getting a better camera or better
OCR software.
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8 Usability Research
8.1

Introduction
A product, however functionally perfect and technically advanced, if not considered
usable by the end‐user, will not be used. An important area in the development of a
product is the assessment of its usability.
A short definition of usability [25]:
“The capability in human functional terms to be used effectively and efficiently”
This capability is the product of a dynamic system, in which four principal
components play a role: task, user, product and environment. These components
need to be known before usability can be measured.
In this chapter I will describe how the demonstrator is assessed on its usability. To do
so, it is necessary to know what makes a product usable, and to know how to assess
usability.
To be able to make a comparison with the old demonstrator, the questionnaires that
were taken when I started my research are included in this report as well. They can
be found in the Appendices, in section 12.1.

8.2

Usability Requirements
The main goal is to build a system that is appreciated by the user, that helps them to
do their tasks better, faster and more enjoyable. This results in the more specific
requirements. These are stated in Chapter 2. For completeness sake, I will list them
again:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The demonstrator should be easy to work with. After one demonstration the user
should have remembered the steps to make a scan and do something with it. The
only reference will be a very short sheet with a few pictures.
One the user has learned how to operate the device, he should not have any
problems using it again after a while.
More than 95% of the users should have a positive attitude toward using the
device again
The user should be satisfied with the scan quality
The user should be satisfied with the scan speed and the delivery speed
The system should not break down
The system should be efficient: make the users task simpler or faster
The system should be fun to work with
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8.3

Theoretical aspects of usability
The definition of usability is elaborated on by Nielsen [26] , who recognised topics on
which a system can be judged on usability:
•
•
•

•

•

Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user can rapidly start
getting some work done with the system
Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned
the system, a high level of productivity is possible.
Memorability: The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual user is
able to return to the system after some period of not having used it, without
having to learn everything all over again.
Errors: The system should have a low error rate, so that users make few errors
during the use of the system, and so that if they do make errors they can easily
recover from them. Catastrophic error must not occur.
Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to use, so that users are subjectively
satisfied when using it; they like it.

Usability is measured using specific user, tasks, environments and of course the
product [28].
Users
Usability is related to, of course, the user. To develop a usable product it is necessary
to know in advance what the future users are, who are being targeted. Several
aspects play a role here:
•
•
•
•

psychological characteristics: attitude, motivation and conservatism;
knowledge and experience;
task characteristics: how often is a task done an within which processes, which
structure;
physical characteristics: age, constitution

A method to find out what type of users are involved, User‐Profiling [28] can be
used.
Environment
Not only the user self is interesting, also the environment in which the user is acting.
•
•
•
•

Where is the user situated?
What tasks are performed?
To which process do the tasks belong?
What was the user doing before, what after?
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To find out what the environment of the user is, it is a good method to observe him
in his natural surroundings, when he is doing normal work.
Task
The usability is also related to the task that is to be performed. For example, scanning
and directly printing may require a high throughput speed, while during OCR the
speed may not matter that much, because the focus may lie on quality of the
recognition.

8.3.1

Usability during the design of a product
During the design phase of a product, there are several usability assessment methods
that can be used [27].
I depicted them below in figure 33:
quantitative
questionnaires

anthropometrics

task analysis
cognitive walkthrough
heuristics
focus groups
interviews
qualitative
Definition
of Need

prototypes
function allocation
guidelines

Concept

Preliminary Final
design
design

Figure 33: Methods to assess usability during design.

8.3.2

Assessment Methods
In this section I will elaborate shortly on various usability analysing methods.

Interviews
Interviews with persons from the target group give in depth information. The ability
to go deeper in certain questions can give rich information.

Questionnaires
The big range of people that can be targeted with a questionnaire results in quick and
large amounts of information
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Focus Groups
During sessions, workshops, in focus groups, there can be brainstormed freely, a lot
of interesting information, chances, new ideas and new application can be
uncovered.

Functional Allocation
The functional analysis looks at the parts of the task that are performed by the
system and which are performed by the user. This helps making clear the
requirements for the systems, as well as the requirements for the user.
Guidelines
Guidelines are given by experts, mostly for experience in the past. These guidelines
give strategies to solve special domain‐related problems.
Performance Task Analysis
The performance task analysis looks at how a task, that is to be performed on the
new system, is done currently. Points of focus are: task duration, number of errors,
delivery quality, and the effort it takes to do the task, etc.

Cognitive Walkthrough
A cognitive walkthrough investigates people that have never worked with the
apparatus before, but start learning it now. The main focus of this method lies in the
“walk‐up‐and‐use” devices. A good example of a walk‐up‐and‐use device is a simple
scale to weigh vegetables on in a supermarket. The results of the walkthrough show
if fundamental design flaws still exists that interfere with learning by experimenting.

Heuristics
A heuristics evaluation is done by a team of evaluators that try to identify problems
during the design phase. These experts can be given a set of guidelines to facilitate
their work. The main advantages are that you can get relevant information quickly,
without building something physically.
Prototypes
By building prototypes and asking test subjects to work with them, it is possible to
see shortcomings that were not foreseen on paper. If this process is moulded into an
iterative version, many shortcomings may be fixed in quick cycles.
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Anthropometrics
Anthropometrics literally means man (anthro) measurements (metric). It is the
measurement of the size and proportions of the human body, as well as parameters
such as reach and visual range capabilities.
Accurate data on height, weight, limb, and body segment sizes are needed to design
items. Anthropometrics enables to properly size devices, such as including system
interfaces, to ʺfitʺ the user.

8.4

Usability of the demonstrator
In this assessment some of the factors are already known or defined.
•
•

•
•

The user is a person working in an office, with at least some basic education. A
technical background is not necessary.
The main task will be scanning. However, this task will be part of a larger task,
and it is interesting to find out what this bigger task is. The method of scanning
and the required quality, speed etc depend on the task.
The environment is the office; the user is most likely to have a desk. On this desk
the demonstrator will get a place for the duration of the test session.
The product will be the demonstrator as shown in the previous chapter.

For the assessment of usability, iterative prototyping is used. The reasons I chose for
this method is that only a small amount of users (3 to 5) is necessary to find the
biggest shortcomings of a design [24], and because of the relative short time that is
needed. This method is used often in the industry as well. For example, the big
company Microsoft uses this method in its “Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation”.

8.4.1

Usability Assessment Test Plan
The next table shows the test plan. There are six tests planned, starting with basic
functions and growing to full functionality. The test is taken for some specified
person types, because of the limited time and maneuverability. The Technical
indicates a person working as researcher, developer or engineer with a technical
background. Non technical of course means the person does not have a technical
background.
Test
number
1
2
3
4

Test Functionality

User Interface

Scanning, Printing,
Network
Scanning, Printing,
Network
Scanning, Printing,
Network, OCR
Scanning, Printing,

“Drawing”,
“Direct”
“Drawing”,
“Direct”
“Drawing”,
“Direct”
“Drawing”,

Background of
person
Technical
Technical
Non-technical
Technical
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Network, OCR,
Sessions
Scanning, Printing,
Network, OCR,
Sessions
Scanning, Printing,
Network, OCR,
Sessions

5
6

“Direct”,
“Session Signals”
“Drawing”,
“Direct”,
“Session Signals”
“Drawing”,
“Direct”,
“Session Signals”

Non-technical
Non-technical

Table 11: The usability test contents
The test functionality and the user interface reflect the methods described in the
Chapter 4.
A test consists of three to four days, during which the test subject has the
demonstrator on his desk. During this period the user is free to use the device as
often as he sees fit; but the user is encouraged to try out the possibilities. I illustrated
this by giving a few examples of possible uses: scanning an article and archiving
hand written notes.

8.4.2

Test results
The detailed test results can be found in the Appendices, I this section I will give a
short summary of them.
(At the time of writing) I have conducted the first three user tests that were in the
plan. Although this is less then I hoped to reach, it is still enough to be able to
discover some interesting things.
Number of scans made
The average number of scan that was made lies around the 30. This means all the
users have made a decent amount of scans, on average ten scans per day. This is a
relatively high number, especially compared to the average number of scans that is
made before the users started the user test. All the users indicated that they did not
scan very often before, and one person even never had scanned before!

Task
Mostly, there was no particular task the users were doing when scanning. The main
reason to use the scanning device was for fun, and for “just testing how it works”.
The few times the device was used for a task that belonged to a work process, were
the times that hand written notes were scanned, and only once an article was
scanned.

Scan method used
The direct scanning and the selection scanning were both used by all users. There
was a slight advantage for direct scanning.
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A probably explanation for this preference is that direct scanning requires less work
and is more likely to succeed at once. The selection scanning, which requires the user
to draw a box, sometimes fails if the box is not properly closed. Users did indicate
that sometime the selection drawing went wrong, but did not explicitly state that
they use direct scanning more for that reason.
Delivery
The main mode of delivery used by the test subjects was e‐mail. Network scanning
and “scanning to printer” were less popular. Users did not use them because they
did not really need them at that time.
Modern e‐mail clients provide instant previews of image attachments, a nice feature
that helps users to quickly identify each e‐mailed scan. This makes e‐mail a very
useful delivery method.

Scan speed
The scan speed is a more difficult subject. The users all agree that it is not really fast.
But they do not consider this a big problem. The time in between scans that the user
has to wait is considered too long. It is about 15 seconds, but one user even perceived
this time as about a minute.
Delivery Quality
Generally, the users are satisfied with the delivery. The cases where the delivery was
somewhat not what they expected were when scanning directly. The A4 is then fitted
around the centre of the gesture. Users report some difficulty estimating the centre of
the gesture, resulting in areas that did not fit the A4 nicely.
The image quality was considered good. The OCR results were not that good, but
somehow the user did not expect that to be the case.

Learnability and memorability
All of the test users had no problem learning what gestures were connected to what
actions. The only small issue was that it was not always entirely clear how exactly
the gesture were to be made. After a little experimenting, this was resolved quickly.
The users report that gestures were easy to remember. This is not really surprising;
there are only 5 gestures that actually do something. The longer term memorability is
difficult to estimate, the user did not have the device longer than a week.

Feedback
The only feedback is the multi‐coloured led on top of the base element of the device.
The test users all agree this led gives good feedback of the state of the device itself.
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However, if something went not entirely right, it could be told that it went wrong,
but not why it went wrong. Some users blame the device; some blame themselves
and try to do something different the next time. All users tried again if scanning
failed once.
The only state the device did not signal properly was the next case. If the user was
drawing in selection scanning, and the selection path did not form a box, this was not
properly communicated to the user.

8.5

Discussion
There are a few shortcomings to this part of the research. The main problem is that
test persons did not do much scanning from professional perspective. The main
reason they used the device is “to try it out” and “for fun”. Although this does
provide information on how the users perceive the scan speed or image quality, and
the user interface, it is hard to place the results against real life tasks that do require
scanning.

8.5.1

Before gestures
Before the gesture interface was implemented, the system worked with automatic
detection of document put under the scanner, in the zone that was actively being
watched.
One of the main problems here was that the scan zone could only be used to scan.
This sounds trivial, but it causes some problems. The scan zone takes up a part of the
desk, and users were annoyed by the fact that they could not use that part of their
desk anymore to do anything else.
Another problem was that the scans were made accidentally sometimes. When a
large object caused a large, sharp shadow in the scan zone, a scan was made. Even a
quick move of the hand under the scan zone could trigger the system to make a scan.
The scans were e‐mailed as standard operation, resulting in junk mail that was rather
large (2 MB images) as well.
Furthermore, when a user did not want to perform the default action, scan to e‐mail,
he had to indicate this wish by putting a coloured sheet of paper in the scan zone.
This required from the user that he had the coloured sheets should always close at
hand.
Because of the very simple user interaction, the old system had an easy to learn and
remember interface.
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8.5.2

After gestures
The gesture interface clearly solved some of the major problems of the previous
demonstrator. By forcing the user to make a gesture the number of accidentally taken
scan is reduced to almost zero. This takes away the part of frustration that early users
of the previous demonstrator experienced.
The scan zone can now be used normally, as long as a user does not make a
command gesture under it. One user test even showed that at a particular moment,
the user forgot the scanning device was there.
No longer does the user need anything, except for a hand, to make a scan, and signal
what has to be done with it afterwards. This is very convenient.

8.6

Conclusion
The users that have participated in the tests generally have positive attitude towards
the demonstrator. They like working with it.
The users perceive the speed and quality of the deliverables as good enough.
Users did not have any problem at all with learning how to use it and could
remember the command gestures well. Of course, they only had a few days of use.
The gesture interface is a major improvement over the old demonstrators’ interface,
because the previous shortcomings are solved.
Users say they think the current demonstrator is useful, but not much scanning is
done from professional perspective. This means it is hard to form a solid conclusion
on the usability of the device, because the task the device was envisioned for was
rarely performed. More research is needed.
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9 Conclusions
9.1

Introduction
In this chapter I will formulate the results of trying to answer the research question:
How can a usable, intelligent ubiquitous document scanning system
for use in the future office environment be developed?
I will split this up in user interface, system design and application usability. In the
end I formulate the overall conclusion of my work.

9.2

User Interface
It is shown that a hand gesture recognition system is a good solution for the implicit
user interface required by ubiquitous scanning.
The main problem in this recognition problem is the articulate nature of the hand.
Standard object recognition methods that work well for rigid objects do not work too
well on hands.
The method that is best coping with this problem is the Centroid Distance –
Perimeter method. It is efficient, both fast and fairly accurate.
The gesture input does not use many gestures. This makes it easy to understand and
easy to work with. The recognition system also works better with a set of gestures
that contain much variety per gesture made by different persons, if it is small.
Two types of gestures are used: static gestures to indicate direct commands and a
dynamic gesture to draw a box around region of interest to scan.

9.3

System Design
The mechanical design analysis shows that with the current hardware a scanning
system can be built. An ideal camera mounting height is 70 cm above the scanning
surface. The system can be built in a desk lamp so it is nicely disguised, and has
looks that interest people.
The software framework that is build is capable of interfacing with image
segmentation and OCR software, and can be used for other applications as well.
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9.4

Application usability
From the user tests, where users could work with the prototype, the main conclusion
I can draw is that, from a professional perspective, users do not scan often; they just
do not need to scan. Even with a system that makes scanning much easier, they are
not attracted to scan more.
The main use was for fun, so it could not be clearly identified if the task of the user
was better or easier performed as result of the simpler scanning method.
The overall meaning of the test subjects is that the delivery quality good, the scan
speed is good, the processing speed could be faster, but is not a real problem.
The test show users can learn to work with the system really fast and have no
problem remembering how to control it. This reinforces the hypothesis that gestures
are indeed intuitive and easy to use and learn.
The gesture interface is a major improvement over the old demonstrators’ interface,
which was not robust and not as flexible as the new one is.

9.5

Overall conclusion
There are many aspects that play a role in the development of a ubiquitous scanning
system. I have shown the implicit user interface can be hand‐gesture, computer
vision based. A small set of gestures is well recognised and is sufficient to provide
enough variety to map the needed commands to it. This really works, as shown in a
smart scanning application. The usability of the user interface is good; the usability
of the rest of system may need some improvement. A very explicit conclusion on the
usability is hard to give, due to the low professional task related usage. More study
is certainly required.
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10 Discussion and Recommendations
10.1 Introduction
This chapter covers areas that are interesting to do more research on. This varies
from improving current algorithms to extending the interface, and even other
subjects that I think are valuable to look deeper into, that do not directly relate to my
research questions.
As can be seen there are many parts that can be further investigated and elaborated
upon.

10.2 Gesture set size
At the beginning of my research, I had only a global idea of how I wanted to apply
gesture recognition as user interface. I was not sure if it would work well enough, or
how it would work exactly.
To start developing such a system, I had to make some choices. The gesture set that is
used, for instance, contains eleven gestures now. For the current application the
gesture set is large enough, large enough even to leave some gestures out. This also
reduces the amount of energy users need to learn how to work with the system.
So although the set is not very large, it does easily fit the need.

10.3 Removing gesture restrictions
Currently there are two restrictions on the gestures that are made:
•
•

Work only with the right hand
Are only recognised within a 180 degrees orientation span

For flexibility and ease of use these restrictions should be lifted. This is not a difficult
task. Although it does require more processing power and additional research, it
should not take long to make the system capable of scanning left hand as well, and
be able to use the full 360° of orientation.

10.4 Camera limitations
A limiting factor in this research is the camera sensor. Although it works well
enough to prove the concept, it is not of high enough quality for certain tasks.
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Three things suffer from non‐optimal quality:
•

The OCR results generally improve with higher resolution. The
recommended resolution of over 300 DPI cannot be achieved;
• The images from the camera in streaming mode contain a lot of noise, mostly
by blocks of the same colour instead of a nice gradient, caused by the
compression the camera uses;
• The transfer time of images from the camera to the computer is high, almost
10 seconds. This adds up to the total response time.
The development of better hardware, new digital cameras, is going rapidly. Newer
hardware could probably overcome the mentioned problems.

10.5 Extra modality: speech
Speech could be added as an extra modality to indicate commands. The advantages
of speech from a user perspective are that it is easy to remember. The vocabulary and
grammar that is used can be kept small and simple.
The ideal combination would be that the user indicates by gestures what he wants to
have scanned and by speech what has to be done with the scan, for example:
“Computer, OCR and E‐mail to me”
Of course, problems occur if two people in the same room want to scan
simultaneously, but solutions to that problem probably can be found.

10.6 Keeping things simple is good
The gesture input does not use many gestures. This makes the easy to understand
and easy to work with. The recognition system also works better with a set of
gestures that contain much variety per gesture made by different persons, if it is
small.
The user is not given many options to choose from, so he will not be overwhelmed
by choice. The things cover the most frequently executed tasks.
It looks all very simple from the outside, and I think this is a good thing. I think users
will accept the device because they can easily handle it. This was already seen in the
user tests.

10.7 Hand localisation
The hand localisation process is very dependent on the contents of the image. If there
is a great amount of skin coloured pixels in the image, not belonging to the hand,
there is no way to tell the hand apart from the background. The reason behind this is
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that the current system only looks in the Hue‐Saturation space, effectively ignoring
the lightness. The hand localisation could be improved by employing some
segmentation scheme that can further divide the skin coloured patches that are
found.

10.8 Wrist separation
The wrist separation works, but does not always generate a stable result. The
separation line is not always exactly where it should be. Gesture recognition
matching scores may vary quickly as result of the wrist separation is not always
being as good as it should. The gesture recognition is robust enough now, because of
other design choices, but for the future it would be nice to have a more stable
separation, so more gestures can be recognised and the matching score levels will be
more accurate.

10.9 Scan region of interest
Currently, selection scanning uses a bounding box to indicate the region of interest.
This bounding box has an orientation that is fixed; it is always aligned to the camera
image borders. But in the real world, most of the times the document to scan is not
properly aligned to the camera. The orientation of the bounding box should be made
dependent on the orientation of the gestures.

10.10 Rectangle fitting
The rectangle fitting around the selection box is not very advanced at the moment.
The orientation is ignored completely and the size is always the maximum. A
mathematically correct approach for this problem is necessary. Especially when
considering a ubiquitous system without the reference of a physical object that helps
the user aligning documents subconsciously.
The path cropping that is used in my version can use some improvement as well. It is
simple but not as robust as it could be.

10.11 Scan cancellation
Currently, there is no means of cancelling the current operation action, once it is
started. There are two ways for dealing with this, which are worth looking at:
•

Making the system so fast that it is not necessary to cancel an ongoing action,
because it is so fast the action is done before the user figures out that
something went wrong.
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•

Looking at points where the current action can be interrupted and developing
an interface to do so.

10.12 Other uses Gesture Recognition
There are many other uses that can be found for gesture recognition. The current
application is limited to the office environment, but that is certainly not a restriction
of the applications gesture recognition can have. I will list a few opportunities:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Gesture recognition could also be used in therapy or revalidation, to check if
the participant is doing correct exercises.
In combination with a keyboard it could teach touch‐typing, mounted on a
guitar it could teach guitar playing instruments etc.
In usability studies it could be detected how often the user switches form
using the keyboard to using the mouse and back, or to track other changes.
Gesture recognition could also be used in computer games. There already is
an early version of this application shown in Sony’s Eye‐Toy.
Command control for cranes, virtual sculpting, and painting can be provided
as well using gestures. It could be more intuitive, e.g. the crane operator just
point towards the load he want to pick up, and gestures “up”, or the sculptor
can push a virtual vase into shape.
Gesture recognition could also be used as biometric, where people can make
a kind of gesture – autograph. This would for example be a sequence of arm
or hand movements through the air.
“Magical interfaces”, where interface work because the users makes magical
gestures. This typically appeals to children of course. When they say
“abracadabra” and wave their hands in a special way, a rabbit pops out of (a
virtual) hat.

This already is a long list, but many other applications can be thought of as well.

10.13 Other uses for Centroid Distance ‐ Perimeter classifier
The Centroid Distance – Perimeter Classifier is well suited for many other object
recognition tasks. Its rotation, translation and scale invariantness can be used well in
many fields. The calculation is relatively cheap, can be optimised and even be
parallelised.

10.14 Other uses of area scanning
Area scanning is a great method to take images of objects that do not fit easily in a
standard flat bed scanner. For example books, especially old books, cannot be
scanned in the traditional way. With an area sensor they can be safely scanned.
Algorithms that correct for the lighting variation and height differences of the
scanned surface have to be developed and applied to make this successful.
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12 Appendices
12.1 Mini Questionnaires
These questionnaires are taken with the people that used the old DeskEYE
demonstrator as described in section 2.5.

12.1.1 Mini questionnaire 1
Personal
Education and background:
HBO Physics and Computer Science
Daily occupation?
Developing image processing technology and data path architecture.

General
How long did you use the DeskEYE?
4 days
What did you use the DeskEYE for?
I used it mainly to look how it operates. I did not use it for my work because I
already have much information digitally.

Scan motivation
What was the goal of you scans? What would you do with them?
I mainly use the DeskEYE to experiment with the 2D scanning and automatic
detection.
Scan Process
Could you tell when the DeskEYE was going to scan, and when it was done?
It was clear to me the DeskEYE was working. I hear a click when the camera was in
action. It was not really clear what was going on afterwards.
What do you think it would signal?
I know it uses leds to indicate the apparatus state. Most of the time however, these
leds are not visible because they are occluded by the camera.
How many scans did you make, how many where good, and how many bad?
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I made ten scans: five of them were not scanned as I wished. There were accidental
and unexpected.
What do you think caused that?
I think the software is too sensitive and too autonomous. I rather have a button or
something alike.
What did you expect the scans were going to?
I expected them to be emailed to my like I was told
What is your opinion on this scanning method?
I think it is okay.
What is your opinion on the scan speed?
I think it takes quite long for an e‐mail to arrive, but I do not consider this a problem.
Scan quality
Your opinion on the:
•
•
•
•

resolution: sufficient
contrast: average: small letters become too thin sometimes
colour:
I did not make scans of coloured documents.
scan area: A4 suffices.

Problems
Did you encounter problems during your use of the device? What did you do to solve them?
The main problem is that I cannot use the area that is being observed by the camera
for other purposes. The area that is scanned does not have a visual border, so
sometimes accidentally putting things in the scan zone resulted in scan that I did not
want.
Ideas
Do you have any ideas how the DeskEYE could be improved?
‐ Other interface
‐ Leds on place where they can be seen or sound signals

12.1.2 Mini questionnaire 2
Personal
Education and background:
Computer Science, China
Daily occupation?
Working on modelling embedded controllers in Simulink.
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General
How long did you use the DeskEYE?
A week.
What did you use the DeskEYE for?
Mainly I used it to scan paper documents and a book cover, but sometimes I scanned
3D objects as well, for instance a coffee mug.
Scan motivation
What was the goal of you scans? What would you do with them?
I mainly use the DeskEYE to experiment with the 2D scanning and automatic
detection.
Scan Process
Could you tell when the DeskEYE was going to scan, and when it was done?
It is difficult to tell. Sometimes the device started scanning while I did not want it to.
It was not clear when you get an email message and not. I expected the apparatus to
be more robust.
How many scans did you make, how many where good, and how many bad?
I made about sixty scans, fifteen were scanned as planned. The other scans were
made without me doing anything.
What do you think caused that?
I think the light from the outside causing shadows that are picked up as being a
document.
What did you expect the scans were going to?
I expected them to be emailed or printed to my like I was told.
What is your opinion on this scanning method?
I think is more convenient than traditional scanning.
What is your opinion on the scan speed?
I think it is fine. You have to know on beforehand how long it is going to take, so you
know what to expect. The time I had to wait in between making scans was too long.

Scan quality
Your opinion on the:
•
•
•
•

resolution: good
contrast: good
colour:
sometimes the colour was slightly off, but generally it was ok
scan area: I think A4 is large enough.
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Problems
Did you encounter problems during your use of the device? What did you do to solve them?
The main problem is that a lot of accidental scans are made. These scans fill my email
inbox, while I do not want them and can not use them.
Ideas
Do you have any ideas how the DeskEYE could be improved?
‐ Make it more robust.

12.1.3 Mini questionnaire 3
Personal
Education and background:
HTS Electrical Engineering
Daily occupation?
Researching “Legacy Scanning Systems”, and knowledge management systems

General
How long did you use the DeskEYE?
Two weeks
What did you use the DeskEYE for?
Mainly to test the new scan method, and for fun
Scan motivation
What was the goal of you scans? What would you do with them?
I mainly use the DeskEYE to experiment with the 2D scanning and automatic
detection.
Scan Process
Could you tell when the DeskEYE was going to scan, and when it was done?
Yes. I had some explanation before I started using the device and it was clear to me
how it worked.

How many scans did you make, how many where good, and how many bad?
I made about fifty scans, about half of them went wrong.
What do you think caused that?
I think the calibration of the device was not done properly.
What did you expect the scans were going to?
I expected them to be emailed or printed to me like I was told.
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What is your opinion on this scanning method?
I think is very convenient and much easier than traditional scanning.
What is your opinion on the scan speed?
I think it is slow, but this is not a problem. The alternative (walking to the corridor,
making a scan there and downloading it) takes longer for a small set of pages. If
scanning larger amounts of pages the traditional scanning method is faster.
Scan quality
Your opinion on the:
•
•
•
•

resolution: good enough for OCR and printing, so good.
contrast: could be better
colour:
sometimes the colour was slightly off, but this is not a problem
scan area: I would like to scans A3 sized pages as well.

Problems
Did you encounter problems during your use of the device? What did you do to solve them?
The main two problems were the calibration and the image processing software. As I
had access to the source code I personally fixed some of them.
Ideas
Do you have any ideas how the DeskEYE could be improved?
‐ I would like feedback on the total observed area
‐ Maybe a small display would help giving feedback
‐ Cropping and automatic zoom could help improve the image quality even
further.
‐ The camera sometimes was slightly moved. This caused tilted images. This might
me eliminated in software
‐ The device is not physically appealing. This can surely be improved
‐ Sometimes the response time is too long.
‐ Filter email addresses out of the image, they can be automatically filled in to
forward the scanned document
‐ Implement Imap support.
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12.2 Instruction sheet
This is the instruction sheets the participants of the usability assessment got:
The version without the session scanning enabled.

Selecting Gesture

Action Gestures
Send to Printer

Send to Email

Send to Network

Create a Selection

Due to computational issues, only right hand gestures are supported

Selection Scanning

Direct Scanning

Scans a area you select
Green led
blinks

* Create a selection

Scans a A4 area automatically seleced
form the middle of the action gesture
Amber led
* Make a action gesture
blinks

followed immediatly by
* Make a action gesture

Amber led on

The scan is made
The scan is transferred

Red led on

Red led blinks

When the red led is lit, please do not put anything under the camera, except the object to scan

12.3 User test results
This section contains the summarized results of the interviews I held with the test
persons.
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12.3.1 Interview 1
Test functionality was:
Delivery
Scan modes
Background of test
person
Number of days in use

Scanning, Printing, Sending to Network
“Drawing”, “Direct”
Technical
3

Why Scan?
I scanned Documents, Personal work log. These documents are mainly black and
white, but some contain colour as well. I only made scan that consisted of a single
page. I used the DeskEYE mainly for testing purposes. A single exception was that I
used it to scan a work related drawing and forward it by email to colleagues working
on the same projects. My project group members found the resolution somewhat
lacking, though.
Efficiency
I did not use a scanning device before I started working with the DeskEYE. Although
I will probably not use it often, I think it is a useful accessory.
How
If the demand for a quick scan is high, the scan speed is too slow. But if you use it as
a “scan for later use” there is no problem with the scanning speed. I did not scan
multiple pages in a row, so I was not really concerned about the time in between
scans.
The resolution is not optimal, but is okay to work with. Sometimes black or blue
borders appeared at the edges of the paper. The area that is scanned is sometimes not
large enough, especially when scanning an A4. In direct scanning mode, I expected
the A4 would be automatically detected, not that it would be taken from the centre of
my gesture.
Control
It was easy to learn to operate the device, and to remember the control gestures. The
machine always acted according to my gestures. One time, it didn’t, but that was
probably because of the crash of the software. Sometimes the machine took photos
when only a part of my arm was in the field of view of the camera.
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Feedback
The LED indication was clear; I could always tell what it was doing. The downside of
it was that the leds do not indicate anything else when the machine is crashed, so it is
hard to tell if it’s really operating, or if it is broken.

Affection
I think the DeskEYE could be a great tool for people. I did not use it often, because
my job does not require me to scan much. I want a image to text conversion in the
device, because else it’s only good for scanning pictures.
I was really annoyed by the amount of noise the little computer made.

12.3.2 Interview 2
Test functionality was:
Delivery
Scan modes
Background test person
Number of days in use

Scanning, Printing, Sending to Network
Selection, Direct
Technical
3

Statistics
Number of scans
Method
Delivery

40
60% direct
40% selection
90% email
10% network
0% printer

Why Scan?
I scanned hand written notes and printed documents. The printed documents were
mainly black and white, and the notes were taken with a blue pen. Most of the notes
were diagrams, which consisted of line drawings. I used the scanning capabilities
mostly just to try it out, and I used it once to scan my autograph.

Efficiency
I did not use a scanning device often before. I think scanning with the DeskEYE is
more efficient. Especially before, when scanning photos, you needed to take many
steps to go from a photo under the scanner to a file on the disc.

How
I think the scan resolution is good; the contrast is good as well. The largest document
I wanted to scan was an A4, but larger formats would be nice as well. I found that
the time I had to wait in between scans was about one minute, I think it rather long.
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Control
It was easy to learn to work with the DeskEYE, and it was certainly not hard to
remember the control gestures. The machine did not always act like I wished it do to.

Feedback
I could always tell what it was doing, the feedback was clear. Most times I could see
the device was not recognising my gestures, although I made them, as I should.

Affection
I think the DeskEYE has a high gadget‐factor. I do not think it has a lot of use,
because I do not make scan often enough.
I also gave a little demo to other people passing along. About 15 people tried it. In
about 50% of the cases all went well, the in other 50% something failed. When I used
it myself I had success about 80% of the time. But after a few tries everything was
scanned, except an orange sheet with information on it.

12.3.3 Interview 3
Test functionality was:
Delivery
Scan modes
Background test person
Number of days in use

Scanning, Printing, Sending to Network
Selection, Direct
Non-Technical
4

Statistics
Number of scans
Method
Delivery

20
About 70% direct
About 30% selection
100% email
0% network
0% printer

Why Scan?
I scanned photos and texts, sometimes a picture as well. I scanned multiple things in
a row. Most of the objects I subjected to scanning were to try the system out and get
used to it.

Efficiency
I never scanned before. I think scanning with the DeskEYE is simple. Even I can do it
without much effort.
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How
I think the quality of the scans is good, but I have no real reference. The largest
document I wanted to scan was an A4. I think it took about a minute for the scan to
arrive in my e‐mail inbox. My mail program does not give me previews of images, so
I had to open them manually.
I used the direct scanning mode the most of the time; it is simple and worked always.

Control
It was easy to learn to work with the DeskEYE. Sometimes my gestures where not
made well enough. I could tell that because the little light did not go blinking. But
when I tried again, it worked.

Feedback
The feedback was clear. Sometimes I did not make the gestures correct, but the more
I used it the better it went.

Affection
I think the DeskEYE is a good development, because it is easy to scan with it. I think
I am going to miss it when it is no longer on by desk.
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12.4 Classifier test runs
This section shows typical results of the training and tests runs of the gesture pose
classifiers.

12.4.1 Centroid Distance ‐ Perimeter Classifier
Number of gestures:
Number of bins:

12
128

Training set: 9 6 4 2 11 8 5
Test set: 7 3 1 10
Confusion Matrix:
160

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

3

65

0

0

0

1

88

16

12

1

8

0

0

1

2

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

6

96

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

87

12

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

37

1

0

1

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

52

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

78

2

1

6

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

69

0

1

0

1

7

0

2

3

1

0

1

59

Accuracy:

76.9

Khat: 0.744
Omission:

Commission:

Gesture

1 88.4

Gesture

1 94.1

Gesture

2 69.9

Gesture

2

Gesture

3 77.2

Gesture

3 83.8

Gesture

4 91.7

Gesture

4

Gesture

5 88.9

Gesture

5 88.9

Gesture

6 80.6

Gesture

6 82.1

Gesture

7 82.2

Gesture

7 58.7

Gesture

8 98.1

Gesture

8 91.2

Gesture

9 92.9

Gesture

9 96.3

100

50

Gesture 10 87.3

Gesture 10 85.2

Gesture 11 78.7

Gesture 11 92.2

12.4.2 Cumulative Angle – Perimeter Classifier
Number of gestures:

12

Number of S-bins:

128

Training set: 3 7 8 2 10 4
Test set: 9 6 5 1
Confusion Matrix:
71
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6

5

3

2
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0

1

0

0
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0
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0

0

0

0
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0

1

1

5
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3

1

0

0

0

0

0
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1

0
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8

0

0

3

0

0
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0

0

0

1
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0

0

1

3

0
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5

1
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0

2
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7

13

1
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0

0

0

1

0

2

65

0

2

0

5

2

1

0

0

1

8

8

59

Accuracy:

61.9

Khat: 0.585
Omission:

Commission:

Gesture

1 54.6

Gesture

1 75.5

Gesture

2 59.6

Gesture

2 83.6

Gesture

3 62.2

Gesture

3 48.4

Gesture

4 87.5

Gesture

4 77.3

Gesture

5 78.4

Gesture

5 77.1

Gesture

6 83.8

Gesture

6 42.9

Gesture

7 53.4

Gesture

7 66.3

Gesture

8 97.1

Gesture

8 79.5

Gesture

9 70.4

Gesture

9 88.5

Gesture 10 65.7

Gesture 10 59.6

Gesture 11 68.6

Gesture 11 75.6

12.4.3 EigenHand Classifier
Number of gestures:

12

Number of eigenhands:

6

Training set: 3 7 8 2 10 4
Test set: 9 6 5 1
Confusion matrix:
86
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3
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0

0

2
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3

5
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3

6

20
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0

0

0

0

0

3

0
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1
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1

1

3

1

0

0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0
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0
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0
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0

0

0

0

6

0
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1
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0

1

2

2

3

1
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1

5
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11

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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0

0

0

1

24

0

1

1

1

1

1

50

Accuracy:

65.3

Khat: 0.611
Omission:

Commission:

Gesture

1 61.9

Gesture

1 88.7

Gesture

2 72.2

Gesture

2 95.9

Gesture

3 75.5

Gesture

3 90.3

Gesture

4 91.7

Gesture

4 58.6

Gesture

5 95.2

Gesture

5 63.3

Gesture

6 98.2

Gesture

6 42.1
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Gesture

7 47.7

Gesture

7 77.7

Gesture

8 71.3

Gesture

8 74.7

Gesture

9 56.5

Gesture

9 95.6

Gesture 10 98.2

Gesture 10 49.1

Gesture 11 62.5

Gesture 11 64.1

12.4.4 Pixel Template Classifier
Number of gestures:

12

Size of template gestures: 128x96
Training set: 3 7 8 2 10 4
Test set: 9 6 5 1
Confusion Matrix:
90

3

45

5

9

20

0

0

1

25

1

5

115

1

2

16

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

98

18

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

4

108

0

38

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

149

8

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

41

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

68

27

0

12

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

50

0

0

0

0

2

1

2

2

21

1

4

92

4

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

1

59

1

1

0

6

34

4

4

7

1

18

8

61

Accuracy:

56.8

Khat:

0.539

Omission:

Commission:

Gesture

1 45.2

Gesture

1 92.8

Gesture

2 82.1

Gesture

2 94.3

Gesture

3 82.4

Gesture

3 63.2

Gesture

4 70.6

Gesture

4 63.9

Gesture

5 91.4

Gesture

5 79.3

Gesture

6

100

Gesture

6 30.8

Gesture

7 53.1

Gesture

7 71.6

Gesture

8 84.7

Gesture

8 60.2

Gesture

9 70.8

Gesture

9 81.4

Gesture 10 88.1

Gesture 10 53.6

Gesture 11 42.4

Gesture 11 78.2

12.4.5 Neural net Classifier
Number of gestures:

12

Network Layout: (11x11x11)
Training set: 3 7 8 2 10 4
Test set: 9 6 5 1
Confusion Matrix:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

74

2

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

115

0

0

75

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

1

1

1

0

65

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

39

93

3

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

41

2

1

81

3

0

3

1

1

0

6

5

6

10

63

0

0

8

0

3

1
2

0

11

1

0

59

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

18

0

0

61

2

0

1

16

3

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

101

2

1

2

0

9

3

0

17

0

0

1

5

46

0

0

0

0

13

8

3

0

0

0

3

0

48

Accuracy:

61.4

Khat: 0.58

Omission:

Commission:

Gesture

1 NaN

Gesture

1

Gesture

2 85.1

Gesture

2 86.1

Gesture

3 96.2

Gesture

3 50.7

Gesture

4 79.3

Gesture

4 47.5

Gesture

5 66.4

Gesture

5 80.2

Gesture

6 60.9

Gesture

6 41.8

Gesture

7 62.4

Gesture

7 88.7

Gesture

8

0

Gesture

8

Gesture

9 70.1

Gesture

9 85.9

0

NaN

Gesture 10 79.5

Gesture 10 83.5

Gesture 11 55.4

Gesture 11 92.0

12.5 This appendix is intentionally left blank
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